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erming Prime Minister
T
Narendra
Modi’s
announcement to withdraw
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ith eyes on the forthW
coming polls in Punjab
and Uttar Pradesh (UP), Prime
Minister Narendra Modi on
Friday — coinciding with
Gurpurab day — announced
the withdrawal of the three
controversial farms laws which
his Government strongly
defended for nearly two years
and said “sorry” to the very
farmers who his party men
painted as anti-nationals along
with anyone who threw their
lot behind the protestors.
Prime Minister Modi said,
“I apologise to the people of the
country with a true and pure
heart... we were not able to convince the farmers. There must
have been some deficiency in
our efforts that we could not
convince some farmers.”
“Today I have come to tell
you, the whole country, that we
have decided to withdraw all
three agricultural laws. In the
Parliament session starting later
this month, we will complete the
constitutional process to repeal
these three agricultural laws,”
said Modi in his 18-minute-long
address to the nation.
D[cX\PcT[hPb
D?P]S?d]YPQ
T[TRcX^]bRP\T
R[^bTaP]S
_PacXRd[Pa[hfWT]
cWT19?_T^_[TbPf
cWTaTPRcX^]^U
UPa\TabX]cWTeX[[PVTb^U7PahP]P
P]S?d]YPQP]Sb^\T^cWTa
BcPcTbCWThR^d[S]^cXV]^aTcWXb
Pb_TRcP]SZTT_X]VX]\X]ScWT
d_R^\X]VT[TRcX^]bcWThSTRXSTS
c^fXcWSaPfcWTcWaTTUPa\[Pfb
B70A03 ?0F0A

?aX\T<X]XbcTa=PaT]SaP<^SXVTbcdaTb
SdaX]VWXbPSSaTbbc^cWT]PcX^]X]=Tf
3T[WX^]5aXSPh
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The Prime Minister started his speech by greeting the
nation on Guru Nanak Dev Ji’s
Jayanti and talking about the
teaching and philosophy of
the guru in general. Then he
spoke about his long association with farmers and his
thoughts on the need for
changes in the agricultural sector, especially for the benefit of
small farmers who constitute
more than 10 crore of the
Indian population.
Detailing his Government’s
welfare measures for the benefit of farmers and reasons for
bringing the controversial three
farms laws, all of a sudden
Modi said: “….such a sacred
thing, absolutely pure, a matter of farmers’ interest, we
could not explain to some
farmer brothers despite our
efforts.
Continued on Page 2
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xternal Affairs Minister S Jaishankar said on
Friday that India and China are going
through a “particularly bad patch” in their ties
because Beijing has taken a set of actions in violation of agreements for which it still doesn’t have
a “credible explanation” and it is for the Chinese
leadership to answer where they want to take the
bilateral relationship.
India has told China that progress in the disengagement process in eastern Ladakh was
essential for the restoration of peace and tranquillity and that it is the basis for the development of overall bilateral ties.
During his previous meeting with his
Chinese counterpart Wang Yi in Tajikistan’s
Capital Dushanbe on September 16, Jaishankar
Continued on Page 2
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member of the Supreme Court-appointed
A
panel on farm laws and Shetkari Sanghatana
president Anil J Ghanwat on Friday said the Centre’s
decision to repeal the three contentious farm laws
was a “regressive political move”. The SC panel has
already submitted its report to the apex court.
“This is the most regressive step by Prime
Minister Narendra Modi, as he chose politics
over farmers’ betterment. Our panel had submitted several corrections and solutions over the
three farm laws, but instead of using them to
solve the impasse, Modi and the BJP chose to
backtrack. They just want to win elections and
nothing else,” said Ghanwat adding that the
panel’s report was in favour of farmers.
Continued on Page 2
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pposition parties on Friday conO
gratulated the farmers of the country on the Centre’s announcement to
repeal the three farm laws while taking
a swipe at the Government, saying the
“fear of defeat” in the upcoming
Assembly elections has forced the BJP
to take the decision.
Some of the parties like the
Congress, the TMC and the AAP sought
appropriate compensation for the farmers and the over 700 protesters who lost
their lives in the rigorous struggle.

CWT6^eTa]\T]c
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The parties also said the decision
had come in late and had the Modi
Government shed its “arrogance earlier” and repealed the laws, a number of
precious lives lost during the protracted agitation could have been saved.
The Congress said the fear of defeat
in the forthcoming Assembly polls had
forced Prime Minister Modi to take
back his decision. The SP, BSP, NCP, Left
parties, RJD, TMC and AAP, the NC all
welcomed the big announcement by
Modi and at the same time demanded
appropriate compensation.
Continued on Page 2
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y scrapping the three contentious
B
farms laws, the BJP may have
made attempts to douse the fire of
resentment among the farmers and
their supporters before the Punjab
and Uttar Pradesh polls, but the end
of the tunnel, even after the fire-fighting attempts, appears to be bleak in
Punjab.
Facing social boy_X^]TTa
cotts and protests
reopen Kartarpur
across the State for over
Sahib Corridor to
a year now, the BJP
woo a majority of
leadership is expectSikh voters in the
ing a turnaround with the Prime border State.
Minister Narendra Modi’s announceHowever, the political observers
ment to repeal farm laws that comes are of the view that the “announceclose on the heels of its decision to ment” was too late to benefit the BJP

2_R]jdZd

in the agrarian State of Punjab.
In Punjab, the BJP bore the
brunt of the farmers’ agitation with
its leaders virtually confined to their
houses under the fear of being
attacked by the farmers or the protesters. The farmers have staged
protests against the BJP leaders
across the State and also announced
their social boycott. So much so, that
the BJP’s every public meeting or
programme was disrupted by the
angry growers.
The villages banned the entry of
politicians, particularly those from
the BJP. They were stopped midway
and gheraoed. BJP’s MLA from
Abohar Arun Narang had to face
farmers’ wrath twice.
Continued on Page 2
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or more than a year, the
F
farmers in Punjab kept the
hope alive of reaping the benefits of their struggle against the
contentious farm laws. They, in
the process, nourished the
movement by maintaining a
united stand, mass support, and
innovative ways to protest.
Besides maintaining unity
among themselves, the farmers
acted with patience, determination, by gathering support from
all quarters, and reaching out to
even the younger population via
social media, and mobilising the
support right from the ground

level. Notwithstanding fateful
incidents — like the January 26
Delhi violence and recent murder
at Tikri border, the farmers leaders managed to kept the momentum of their agitation against the
three farm laws alive. The farm

leaders, though hailing from various outfits and States, remained
united all through despite differences in opinion, having diverse
ideologies. Reason: their demand
was the same — repealing all
three farm laws and a guaranteed

?C8

MSP. A pan-India umbrella
body — Samyukta Kisan
Morcha (SKM) comprising
senior farmer leaders from different outfits and States — was
constituted to head the struggle
and negotiate with the Centre.

The SKM, in fact, gave the
farmers’ movement a face, as it
was given authority by the thousands of hundreds of protesting
farmers to take a call on their
behalf. The farmers in Punjab
were first to oppose the Centre’s
three ordinances — Essential
Commodities (Amendment)
Ordinance, 2020; The Farming
Produce Trade and Commerce
(Promotion and Facilitation)
Ordinance, 2020; and The
Farmers (Empowerment and
Protection) Agreement on Price
Assurance and Farm Services
Ordinance, 2020 — which later
became laws.
Continued on Page 2

the three contentious farm
laws as a beginning, Bharatiya
Kisan Union (BKU) spokesperson Rakesh Tikait on Friday
reiterated that the protesting
farmers will return to their
homes only after the decision
is duly passed by the
Parliament and a legal guarantee on the Minimum Support
Price (MSP) for crops is made.
The Samyukt Kisan
Morcha (SKM), an umbrella
body of 40 farm unions, with
the BKU also being one of its
members, announced the
mobilisation of a large number
of farmers to the protest sites
on November 26 to mark the
first anniversary of the antifarm law agitation. Similarly,
there is also intense mobilisation happening to make the
Lucknow
Kisan
Mahapanchayat a success.
Tikait reiterated: “Khoonta
tabhi ukharenge jab kaam
pakka ho javega (we will return
only when the deed is done).”
Tikait, who was in
Maharashtra’s Palghar for an
event on Friday, took to Twitter
soon after Prime Minister
Narendra Modi announced
repeal of the three farm laws,

1WPaPcXhP:XbP]D]X^][TPSTaAPZTbW
CXZPXcb_TPZbc^cWT\TSXPPUcTa?<
P]]^d]RTScWPccWT6^eTa]\T]cWPb
STRXSTSc^aT_TP[cWTcWaTTUPa\[Pfb
X]?P[VWPaSXbcaXRc^]5aXSPh
?C8

which were at the centre of the
farmers’ protest since
November 26 last year.
“The protest will not be
withdrawn immediately. We
will wait for the day when the
farm laws are repealed in
Parliament. Along with the
MSP, the Government should
talk to farmers on other issues
too,” Tikait tweeted in Hindi.
“The farmers are not going
back home without this...
Where we are in (Palghar),
crops are not bought at the
MSP. The issue of MSP is one
that affects the entire country,”
the BKU national spokesperson
said. He also asked people not
to celebrate or distribute sweets
now as the “struggle” has to
continue. Invoking Birsa
Munda, the legendary tribal
freedom fighter, Tikait lauded
the Bhumisena — Adivasi Ekta
Parishad for their support to
the ongoing farmers’ protest
and for fighting for the cause of
tribals at the village level.
Continued on Page 2
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aharashtra Chief Minister
Uddhav Thackeray said
here on Friday that Prime
Minister Narendra Modi’s
announcement that the
Government would repeal the
three controversial farm laws
established the power of common man in the country.
Congratulating the farmers
on the Government’s decision
to “repeal” the three farm laws,
Uddhav said: “Farmers across
the country were protesting
against the three farm laws. The
farmer agitation against three
laws was going on and it still
continues. The decision has
given us a lot of happiness. The
farmers have proved their
strength. My big salute to all the
farmers. At the same time, I pay
my homage to all the farmers
who died during the course of
the agitation”.
Uddhav said that the MVA
government was all along
against the three farm laws.
“Henceforth, I expect the Modi
government to take all the
opposition parties into confidence before taking such major
decisions like the farm. The
decisions thus taken should be

M
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Once he was gheraoed by
the protesting farmers in Lambi
Assembly segment in Muktsar
district in November 2020 and
was even forced to sit on the
road. Later, Narang was
roughed up and his clothes
ripped off in full public view by
a group of protesting farmers at
Malout in Muktsar district
where he had gone to address
a press conference.
However, the BJP thinks it
can capitalise on the PM’s decisions. “The decision is such a
big news for Punjab and farmers. This would definitely be a
big gain for BJP which has been
on the defensive ever since the
farmers protest started in
Punjab. At least, the party leaders can now move out of their
houses and campaign. This
would be a big relief for BJP
leaders and workers who have
been living under fear,” a senior
BJP leader, who did not wish to
be named, told The Pioneer.
But political analysts don’t
see any massive gain for the
BJP. It is believed that the only
advantage of this decision
could be that the people may
tone down their anger against
the BJP. But, forgetting the

in the national interest. If such
a thing is done, the
Government will not face the
kind of embarrassment it faced
with regard to the three farm
laws”
“Now I expect the
Government to complete the
technical process of completing
the technical process involving
the repeal of three laws,” the
chief minister added.
Deputy Chief Minister Ajit
Pawar described Modi’s decision to three farm laws as a
“victory of farmers’ unity and
non-violence preached by
Mahatma Gandhi”. “I thank the
Prime Minister for his decision.
I congratulate the farmers for
undertaking a prolonged agitation to achieve their goal. The
Centre should now ensure
Minimum Support Price to
agriculture produce. It has
been proved yet again that
ultimately it is the people’s
writ that runs”.
NCP Chief Spokesman and
Minority Affairs Minister
Nawab Malik said: “The farmers have brought the
Government to its knees. This
is just the beginning. Now,
the Government cannot run
the country in an arbitrary

sacrifices of all those farmers
who laid down their lives for
the struggle, and how the BJP
leaders and their supporters
dubbed them as Khalistanis,
terrorists, would not be that
easy. saffron party was left to
fend for itself after its decadeold ally, the Shiromani Akali
Dal (SAD), snapped ties in
2020 in protest of bringing the
three agriculture laws. While
SAD has forged an alliance
with the Bahujan Samaj Party
(BSP), BJP is gearing up to contest polls on all 117 Assembly
seats banking on the BJP-led
Central Government’s pro-Sikh
and pro-Punjab decisions and
initiatives, including Kartarpur
corridor.
The BJP is reportedly making all out preparations in all
assembly seats even as the former Chief Minister Capt
Amarinder Singh, who has
recently parted ways with the
Congress, has given enough
indications to enter in seat
sharing arrangement with the
BJP only if the farmers’ issue
was resolved “in their interest”.
Now with the announcement, Capt Amarinder was
quick to welcome the move and
claim credit by tweeting that he
had been working for the resolution of the issue for more
than a year and had met the
Prime Minister and Home
Minister. He even maintained
that he was looking forward
to working “closely with BJP
led Centre for development of
Kisans”.

manner”.
Congress leader and
Minister of Relief and
Rehabilitation
Vijay
Wadettiwar said that the “arrogant” BJP government had to
bow down to farmers. "The
farmers thwarted the Modi
Government's ploy to impose
black laws on the farmers and
exploit them financially.
Congratulations to all the farmers in the country. Jai Hind, Jai
Jawan, Jai Kisan!".
Shiv Sena MP Sanjay Raut
said that the ruling BJP at the
Centre had realised the
“power” of the farmers. “The
BJP had no other go but to
repeal the farm laws in view of
its poor performance in the
recent Assembly and Lok Sabha
by-polls and apprehension of a
debacle in the forthcoming
Assembly polls in UP and
Punjab”
All India Kisan Sabha’s
Maharashtra unit secretary Dr
Ajit Nawale said that while the
Prime Minister’s announcement was a victory for farmers'
unity, it was essential for the
Centre to bring in legislation
promising the Minimum
Support Price for the agricultural produce.

ZLWKKHDOWK

New Delhi: Not keeping itself limited to healing various ailments, Ayurveda is now coming up as a key to beauty combined with health. More so at a time when various cities like
the national capital are combating toxic air, herbal experts say
that products enriched with time tested herbs can reduce the
ill effects of the poisonous particulate matter in polluted air
on the body.
In fact, the Government is also encouraging Ayurveda in
food and beauty products. The Central Government with the
assistance of the State Government, United Nations
Development Programme (UNDP) and United Nations
Industrial Development Organisation (UNIDO) had set up
Fragrance and Flavour Development Centre (FFDC) at
Kannauj in 1991.
Its objective is to act as an interface between essential oil,
fragrance and flavour industry and the research and development institutions, both in the field of agro-technology and
chemical technology, and sustain and upgrade the status of
farmers and the industry engaged in the cultivation and processing of aromatic plants.
In one of such initiatives, in collaboration with FFDC, the
Delhi-based AIMIL Pharma has developed a line of beauty
products --Ayouthveda -- for the health-conscious beauty market.
"This has twin benefits...on the one hand these products
enhance beauty without compromising with health and on the
other hand, the well-being of the consumers is also ensured
by acting as natural supplements and curbing progression of
infection, if any", said Dr. Sanchit Sharma, Executive Director,
AIMIL Pharma on Friday during the launch of line of products at an event here. According to experts, Ayurveda is all set
to become a USD 15 billion industry by 2023 in view of growing demand from the health conscious consumers.
PNS
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emphasised that the two
sides should work towards early
resolution of the remaining
issues along the Line of Actual
Control (LAC) in eastern
Ladakh while fully abiding by
bilateral agreements and protocols.
“I don’t think the Chinese
have any doubt on where we
stand on our relationship and
what’s not gone right with it. I’ve
been meeting my counterpart
Wang Yi a number of times. As
you would’ve experienced, I
speak fairly clear, reasonably
understandably (and) there is no
lack of clarity so if they want to
hear it, I am sure they would
have heard it,” Jaishankar said in
response to a question at a
panel discussion on “Greater
Power Competition: The
Emerging World Order” at the
Bloomberg New Economic
Forum in Singapore.
“We are going
through a particularly bad patch
in our relationship because they
have taken a set of actions in violation of agreements for which
they still don’t have a credible
explanation and that indicates
some rethink about where they
want to take our relationship, but
that’s for them to answer,” he further said, in an apparent reference to the eastern Ladakh border clash with China.

From Page 1
Both the AAP and TMC referred to the
deaths of farmers during the course of the
protest, reminding the Government that a
quicker decision could have saved their lives.
In her reaction Congress president Sonia
Gandhi said after almost 12 months of the
Gandhian agitation, the repeal of farm laws is
a “victory of the will of 62 crore farmers and sacrifices of more than 700 farmers who laid down
their lives for this struggle.”
In a statement issued after the announcement by the Prime Minister, she also hoped that
the Government would shed its pride and arrogance and works towards the welfare of farmers.“I hope the Prime Minister and the BJP
Government would leave their stubbornness and
arrogance and focus on implementing policies
for farmers’ welfare, ensure MSP for them and
evolve a consensus with State Governments,
farmer organisations and Opposition parties
before taking any such step in future,” she said.
Sonia Gandhi also said the conspiracy
against farmers and labourers by those sitting
in power and the arrogance of dictatorial rulers
also stand defeated.
“Whether it is a refusal to pay the farmers
their cost plus 50 per cent profit as promised by
the Prime Minister or the huge increase in the
cost of diesel and agricultural products, or the
attack on them through three black anti-farm
laws, they all stand defeated,” she said.
Former Congress chief Rahul Gandhi and
general secretary Priyanka Gandhi said the
“Country’s ‘annadatas’ (food providers) have
made arrogance bow its head through satyagraha.”“Congratulations on this victory against
injustice! ‘Jai Hind, Jai Hind ka Kisan’,” Rahul
Gandhi said in a tweet message.
Congratulating farmers for their relentless
fight against three new farm laws, West Bengal
Chief Minister Mamata Banerjee said they were
not fazed by the “cruelty” of the BJP.
Delhi Chief Minister Arvind Kejriwal,
while welcoming the announcement, said it is
not just a victory of farmers but also of democracy. “This golden day will be written in the
pages of history like August 15 and January 26.
The Centre bowed down to farmers. This is not
just the victory of farmers but also the victory
of democracy. This victory proves no matter
which party or leader is there, your ego will not
stand before people,” he said.
“This was independence struggle for them,”
he added.While SP leader Akhilesh Yadav
charged it is the fear of election defeat that the
BJP has been forced to take this decision, BSP
supremo Mayawati congratulated farmers but
termed the Central Government’s move a “very
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Agricultural economists,
scientists, progressive farmers
also tried their best to make
them understand the importance of the agricultural laws.”
Then the Prime Minister
declared: “Today I have come
to tell you, the whole country,
that we have decided to withdraw all three agricultural laws.
In the Parliament session starting later this month, we will
complete the constitutional
process to repeal these three
agricultural laws.” He said with
the Parliament convening on
November 29, the Government
would introduce the repeal of
the controversial three farms
laws in November itself.
It’s obvious that the Modi
Government succumbed to
political pressure, with ground
reports suggesting that the BJP
may have to pay the heavy cost
in Western UP, Uttarakhand
and Punjab because of farmers’
unrest. The Lakhimpur Kheri
incident further added fuel to

New Delhi: The recruitment process undertaken by a competent authority would be meaningless “without a timeline”,
the Supreme Court has said while setting aside the orders
passed by the Allahabad High Court in a matter about the
recruitment of police constables to the Provincial Armed
Constabulary (PAC) in Uttar Pradesh.
The apex court allowed the appeal filed by the Uttar
Pradesh Government and others against the August 2019 order
passed by a division bench of the high court which had upheld
an order of the single judge.The single judge had directed the
authorities to permit the petitioner, who was one of the candidates in the recruitment process, to appear for document
verification and physical fitness test for the post of constable
in pursuance to the recruitment advertised in the year 2015.
“In any event, though indulgence was shown in the earlier cases, a line has to be drawn at some stage as otherwise,
the recruitment process undertaken by the competent
authorities would be meaningless without a timeline and the
next recruitment process will also get effected since the determination of the number of vacancies for the next process will
keep fluctuating,” a bench comprising Justices D Y
Chandrachud and A S Bopanna said.
PTI
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Chaibasa (Jharkhand): Six activists of the
banned People's Liberation Front of India (PLFI)
were arrested in West Singhbhum district and
arms and ammunition recovered from them, a
senior police officer said on Friday.
Acting on a tip-off, a team, led by SubDivisional Police Officer (Kiriburu) Ajit Kumar
Kujjur, conducted a raid here on Thursday and
apprehended the extremists as they were trying
to flee, he said.

late one.”
“Apology will not help this time. The people understand everything and will teach the BJP
a lesson,” Yadav said.
Taking a dig at the Government, National
Conference vice-president Omar Abdullah said,
“Anyone who believes the Government repealed
the #FarmLaws out of the goodness of its heart
is completely mistaken. This Government only
responds to cold hard numbers - bypoll setback
= fuel price reduction. Poor internal polls numbers for Western UP and Punjab =
#Farmlawsrepealed.”
Hailing the Centre’s announcement to
repeal farm laws as a victory of farmers, SAD
supremo Parkash Singh Badal said it is “a defining moment in history and a historic victory of
farmers on Gurupurab.”
“It was for the first time in the history of
democratic governments that brazen and cruel
laws were made without even taking the stakeholders on board. No government should ever
do such an insensitive and cruel thing again,”
he asserted.AIMIM chief Asaduddin Owaisi said
the farmers’ movement succeeded due to the
persistence of the peasants.
“Impending elections and protest movements can force PM to rethink. He’s never beaten a peoples’ movement, just managed to
harass. Anti-CAA movement ensured that talks
of national NRC were shelved; CAA rules yet
to be made. Farmers movement succeeded due
to their persistence,” he said.
Welcoming the decision, the Shiv Sena and
the NCP, which share power in Maharashtra,
said the Government had to finally bow down
before the agitating farmers.
Shiv Sena leader Sanjay Raut said, “For the
first time, PM Modi has expressed the ‘mann ki
baat’ of people. BJP leaders were openly calling
these farmers Khalistanis and Pakistanis, but the
Union Government had to bow before the farmers’ pressure.”RJD patriach Lalu Prasad Yadav
said the BJP Government was compelled to
repeal the laws out of fear of losing the upcoming state polls in Uttar Pradesh, Punjab and
Uttarakhand.Nawab Malik, chief spokesperson
of the NCP, said in a tweet, “Jhukati hai duniya,
jhukane wala chahiye (The world bows, we need
the one who can make it happen).”
The CPI(M) demanded that Prime Minister
Modi should apologise for the hardship and
trouble caused by his “dictatorial step” of enacting the three farm laws.“‘The quest for justice
for those ‘targeted’ by the government and its
agencies through ‘false’ cases will continue. The
PM must apologise for the hardship and trouble caused by his ‘dictatorial’ step of farm laws
to ‘benefit his crony business partners’,” CPI(M)
general secretary Sitaram Yechury in a
tweet.

the fire and created problems
for the Yogi Government as
well. The decision will pave the
way for the BJP to join hands
with former Punjab Chief
Minister Captain Amarinder
Singh’s fledging political outfit
too. The Captain had set the
precondition of withdrawal of
the farm laws to tie up with the
BJP.
At the same time, there
were Intelligence reports suggesting that pro-Khalistani
elements, backed by China
and Pakistan, were trying to
hijack the farmers’ movement.
In the initial part of the
speech, Modi said: “When I
was given the opportunity to
serve the country as Prime
Minister in 2014, we gave the
highest priority to agriculture
development and farmer welfare …We not only increased
the MSP, but also created a
record number of Government
procurement centres. The procurement of the products made
by our Government has broken
the records of the last several
decades….The objective of the

tal here found themselves in a baffling
situation on Friday, when a priest came
wailing with a request to bandage the
broken arm of an idol of Lord Krishna.
The staff was faced with a priest
who came distraught to the hospital
urging them to attend to the deity's
idol, whose arm he accidently broke
while giving it a bath in the morning.
After some reluctance, the hospital carried out a registration in the
name of ‘Shri Krishna' and also bandaged the arm of the idol back.
A video of the crying priest with
an idol of ‘Laddu Gopal' - the childhood form of the deity - with a broken arm also circulated on social
media.
According to some eyewitnesses,
the priest reached district hospital at
about 9 am and insisted that the hospital staff tend to the idol.
PTI

three farm laws was that the
farmers of the country, especially small farmers should be
strengthened, they should get
the right price for their produce
and maximum options to sell
the produce.”
“These laws were brought
for the welfare of farmers,
especially small farmers, in
the interest of the agriculture
sector, for a bright future of the
village-poor, with full integrity, clear conscience and dedication towards farmers,” said
Modi justifying his intentions
on brining the contentious
laws.
At the end of his 18-minute
speech, Modi announced the
formation of a committee to
promote zero budgeting-based
agriculture, to change crop
patterns as per the changing
needs of the country and to
make MSP more effective and
transparent. The committee
will have representatives of the
Union Government, State
Governments, farmers, agricultural scientists and agricultural economists.

Three country-made firearms, including a
pistol, eight rounds of live cartridges, one magazine and PLFI literature were recovered from
their possession, Superintendent of Police Ajay
Linda stated. The extremists had allegedly
assaulted a local contractor recently and sought
Rs 30 lakh levy from him, he said.
A case under various sections of the IPC
and Arms Act has been registered at Gua police
station, the SP added.
PTI
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“The purpose of the report is over now and will release the
report in the public domain, if the apex court does not do so. The
members of the panel will meet on Monday and will take views of
all three members on releasing the panel’s report in the public
domain,” he said after Modi announced to repeal the three controversial farm laws on Friday.
Ghanwat claimed that the Government had not read the farm
panel’s report submitted to the Supreme Court in March. The report
was submitted by the committee after 12 rounds of consultations
with farmer groups and other stakeholders.
“The decision to repeal the farm laws has now closed the doors
of all types of reforms in agriculture and its marketing sector,” he
said.The three-member Supreme Court-appointed committee -after studying the three farm laws and consultation with stakeholders
-- had submitted its report to the apex court on March 19. The
report has not been made public yet despite Ghanwat having requested the Chief Justice of India in a letter dated September 1, to release
the panel’s report saying its “recommendations will pave the way
to resolve the ongoing farmers’ agitation”.
Ghanwat said, “If these three farm laws are withdrawn, this
report has no sense at all. ...If the apex court does not make it public, I will make it public.”The committee has spent three months
preparing the report. “This should not go into the dustbin. It should
not happen. I will make it public,” he said.
Ghanwat further said, “The other members are academicians
and professionals and they don’t have anything to do with the farmers’ movement. But I am a farmers’ leader. I have to take care of
farmers.”
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In no time, the protest from
Punjab started spreading to
Haryana, and then other parts of
the state, including Uttar Pradesh,
West Bengal. Soon, the political
parties joined too. But it was only
after the ordinances were promulgated, and bills were passed
in the Parliament and the three
laws came into force, the agitation
intensified. Thousands of farmers, well-prepared for a long stay
with their tractor-trolleys laden
with food and basic amenities,
marched towards Delhi, braving
water cannons, tear gas, lathis,
and made the borders of the
national Capital epicentre of
protests on November 26, 2020 the day real agitation started,
which eventually turned out to be
the longest agrarian movement in
the recallable history of the independent India. The visuals of
farmers being halted by installing
massive boulders or sand
mounds on roads, women and
old protestors braving water cannons, tear gas, and lathis attracted global attention with the foreign leaders and activists coming
all out in open support of the
Indian farmers.
Initially, it was believed that
the farmers’ protest would fizzle
out in the wake of the approaching winter season. But, the farmers took everyone by surprise by
virtually setting up a mini township on Delhi borders, and continuing their agitation wreathing
bone-chilling winters and simmering hot summers, acting with
patience and being determined
that they would win.
“The farm protest managed
to sustain for more than a year
because of the teachings of our
Gurus...sabar and eka” (patience
and unity), and also determination,” BKU Kadian’s national
spokesperson Ravneet Brar said,
while talking with The Pioneer.
Brar said that many lives
were lost, many unfortunate incidents happened, many attempts
were made to derail our protest,

“but we remained determined as
our agitation is for our existence...for our future, and we had
faith that we are fighting for the
right”. After the January 26 violence in Delhi, the farmers were
dubbed as Khalistanis, terrorists,
with the pressure mounting on
them to withdraw the agitation
and vacate Delhi borders. The
number started decreasing, but
the visuals of senior farm leader
Rakesh Tikait in tears changed
the game. His supporters started
returning to the protest sites, as
Tikait’s tears gave a new lease of
life to the agitation.
For any agitation to continue, financial support plays a crucial role. The farmers started fund
collection, with people, especially those from villages, making as
much contribution as they can.
Then big personalities - like
actors, singers, activists-came
forward for support. The funds
were also received by the NRI
supporters, who were also mobilising support in the foreign lands,
especially Canada, London,
Australia, and America.
The funds were used to construct shelters, toilets, buying
gensets, food, and digging up
borewells at the Delhi border - all
the necessities that made it easier for the protesters to continue
their stay. Then organisations, like
Shiromani
Gurdwara
Parbandhak Committee (SGPC),
Delhi Gurdwara Management
Committee (DGMC) and some
other NGOs, came forward for
help arranging langar. What is
more, mechanics, electricians,
plumbers, offered free services at
the protest sites.“The movement
was well-led, well-organised, and
well planned. People’s spirits were
unimaginably high...They fought
this fight in such an organised
way that BJP, which has such a
strong social media presence,
was defeated everyday...We
remained a step ahead than the
BJP in every sphere. We actually won the fight of perception that
BJP tried to create against the
farmers,” said Manic Goyal,
Member of SKM’s core media
team.
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eputy Chief Minister
Manish Sisodia on Friday
said the rate of inflation in
Delhi was lowest among the
five metro cities in 2020-21.
The Aam Aadmi Party (AAP)
kept prices under control in
Delhi even during Covid -19,
he claimed.
Delhi is more affordable to
live in as compared to other
cities and food prices in the city
are the lowest in the country,
said Sisodia, who also holds the
portfolio of Finance Minister in
Delhi Cabinet.
Releasing the annual price
index report prepared by the
Directorate of Economics and
Statistics, Sisodia said the average annual inflation growth
rate based on Consumer Price
Index (CPI) in 2020-21 was
only 3 per cent in Delhi as
compared to 5 per cent nationally.

D

The Kejriwal Government
efficiently managed to keep
inflation under control in Delhi
even during Covid-19 and that
was the lowest rate of inflation
among the five metro cities,
Sisodia added. “In 2020-21, the
increase in inflation in Delhi
was 3.0 per cent while Kolkata,
Chennai, Mumbai and
Bengaluru registered 4.6 per
cent, 4.4 per cent, 4.1 per cent
and 4 per cent, respectively,” he
said, adding the Kejriwal
Government is committed to
the common man and will

always stand with him.
“The timely measures
adopted by the Kejriwal
Government, kept the prices
of commodities in Delhi stable during the Covid-19 period and did not increase
much.” “The Government is
constantly monitoring the
prices of essential commodities,” the deputy Chief Minister
said. The national inflation
rate for food prices was 5.7 per
cent while it was recorded at
only 4.1 per cent in Delhi, the
lowest in the country, he said.
The Housing Index of the
Consumer Price Index saw an
increase of 5.2 per cent in
India in the financial year
2020-21, but in Delhi, it was
only 3.9 per cent, Sisodia highlighted.
The Delhi Government
makes efforts at regular intervals to control and stabilise the
prices of commodities through
market interventions, he said.

he Aam Aadmi Party (AAP)
called the decision to repeal
three farm laws a victory for
farmers and demanded the
Centre to pay a compensation of
C1 crore and provide a job to the
kin of the farmers who died during the protests against these
laws. Senior party leader and
MP Sanjay Singh on Friday also
demanded that the Centre give
status of “martyr” to each of
those farmers who “sacrificed
their lives” while protesting
against the “three black laws”.
“The Government has
decided to withdraw the three
black farm laws because of their
(BJP’s) defeat in elections.
Farmers and the people were
teaching them lessons in elections. Narendra Modi’s egoistic
Government had to eventually
bow down before the long struggle, strength and sacrifice of the
farmers,” Singh said. He congratulated the farmers on the
“success” of their struggle and
took a swipe at Modi, saying the
Government’s decision to repeal
the three farm laws is “a victo-
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aunching the second phase
of ‘Red Light on Gaadi Off ’
L
campaign
on
Friday,
Environment Minister Gopal
Rai said various surveys on air
pollution has shown 70 per
cent of Delhi’s pollution is
sourced from outside the city
while vehicular pollution is
the biggest contributor in the
remaining 30 per cent that
comes from within the national Capital.
The campaign to curb
vehicular pollution has been
entered in its second phase and
will run till December third.
Rai, said that additional measures to tackle vehicular pollution like work from home

provisions and banning of
trucks entering Delhi have also
been imposed by the Delhi
Government, which will prove
to be successful in curbing
pollution in the city.
The ‘Red Light On, Gaadi
Off’ Campaign which had been
running for the past one
month, has been extended for
15 more days starting today.
Explaining how this campaign can help in reducing
vehicular pollution, Rai said on
an average a person in Delhi
crosses ten to twelve intersections or traffic signals in a day,
for which even a rough waiting time of 2 minute per intersection amounts to 20-25 minutes of unnecessary fuel burning.
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elhi’s air quality has
reached the higher end of
D
the very poor category with the
air quality index (AQI) on the
National Ambient Air Quality
Index (NAAQI) recorded at
355 micrograms per cubic.
While the stubble burning
impact in PM 2.5 was negligible according to SAFAR’s mapping, the values of both major
pollutants – PM 10 and 2.5
were recorded – 313 and 191
micrograms per cubic.
According to SAFAR’s
short range air pollution forecast air quality will improve
November 21st onwards. “The
AQI today indicates very poor
air quality and likely to improve

marginally but remain within
the same category tomorrow as
farm fire counts percent share
has reduced considerably and
transport level winds have
become low and coming from
the north/northwest direction.
Local surface winds also are
low with moderate ventilation
of near surface pollutants.
From 21st onwards surface
winds are likely to be strong
resulting in effective dispersion
that improves air quality.”
“Transport level winds are likely to be strong during 21st 23rd flushing out locally emitted pollutants from Delhi to the
southeast region that may
improve air quality further to
the lower end of very poor or
poor in Delhi.

ry of Andolanjivi farmers and
defeat of Chunavjivi Modi
Government”.
The AAP under the leadership of Delhi Chief Minister
Arvind Kejriwal was with the
farmers “since the day one” of
their protest against the three
farms laws and will always stand
by them in future, he said. More
than 750 farmers sacrificed their
lives during the protests against
the three black laws. They
should be given status of martyr and dependents of each of
them should be given Rs one
crore as compensation and government job,” he demanded.
AAP spokesperson and coin charge of the political affairs
in Punjab Raghav Chadha also
congratulated farmers. “It’s big
victory of the farmers of the
country. I congratulate the farmers for the success of their long
struggle. An egoistic government of the country had to kneel
down. We salute the farmers of
the country and their ‘inquilab’
(uprising) and pay tribute to
those farmers who sacrificed
their lives (during the protest),”
he said.
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oon after Prime Minister
Narendra Modi announced
Srepealing
the farm laws on
Friday, celebrations broke out
at national Capital’s Singhu,
Tikri and Ghazipur borders
where thousands of farmers
from Punjab, Haryana and 5Pa\TabRT[TQaPcTfXcWbfTTcbPUcTa?aX\T<X]XbcTa=PaT]SaP<^SXP]]^d]RTScWT
Uttar Pradesh under the aegis aT_TP[X]V^UcWTcWaTTUPa\[PfbPc6WPiX_daQ^aSTaX]=Tf3T[WX^]5aXSPh
AP]YP]3X\aXk?X^]TTa?W^c^
of various farmers unions
have been protesting at the
borders since November 26 farmers were also seen offer- and a job should be given to
last year demanding repeal of ing sweets to each other at one of their family members,”
the three farm laws. However, Ghazipur on the Delhi-Uttar said Nandal.
“With blessing from Guru
the farmers said that the agi- Pradesh border to celebrate
tation will continue till the half victory of their almost Nanak Dev ji on Guru Purab,
the decision to repeal black
Parliament repeals the legis- year-long protest.
Parvesh Nandal, a farmer laws has come today but the
lations and their other
from village Garhi Bohar near struggle is not over. The
demands are met.
At Singhu borders, scores Rohtak in Haryana at Tikri protest will continue till the
of farmers, with smile on their border said that they are happy time repealing of laws come
face, distributed sweets and with the repealing of laws but into effect. Till then we will
they were seen dancing to the decision came late. continue our protest,” said
songs blaring out of music sys- “Around 750 farmers have Harinder Singh, a farmer from
tems placed on tractors. Same lost lives and the government Punjab protesting against the
scenes were witnessed at Tikri should think about their fam- Centre’s three farm laws at
border while hundreds of ily members. Compensation Singhu border.
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he Delhi Metro services on
Yellow Line’s Rajiv ChowkT
Central Secretariat section will
be suspended for a few hours
in the morning on November
21 due to scheduled track
maintenance work.
“To undertake the scheduled track maintenance work at
Central Secretariat metro station of Yellow Line on the intervening night of November 20
and 21, train services on the
morning of November 21 on
this line will be briefly regulated,” the DMRC said in a
statement.
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November 24, 2020 and
November 19, 2021, which is
considered the longest protest
in the country.
The reason behind the
deaths kept changing; run
over by recklessly driven
trucks, falling from tractor
trolleys, dying from harsh
cold and dengue or multiple
Covid-19 outbreaks. The first
such casualty took place on
November 24 last year when
a large group of farmers was
covering tractor-trolleys with
waterproof sheets at Mehal
Kalan in Barnala. Kahan
Singh, an activist of the BKU
(Dakaunda) from Dhaner village, was hit by a car on the
roadside where trollies were
parked and died on the spot.
Since then, the tally of casualties rose to 669.

rom day one, the farmers
unions had maintained
that the Centre's farm laws
would pave the way for the
dismantling of the Minimum
Support Price (MSP) system,
leaving them at the "mercy" of
big corporates. On the other
hand, the Government termed
these three laws ‘historic’ and
asserted that they will bring
farmers better opportunities
and usher in new technologies
in agriculture.
There were several contentious clauses and issues in
the farm laws which the
Government failed to explain
to the farmers. As many as
669 farmers lost their lives
while protesting against the
three farm laws between
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 C^VXeTUaTTS^\c^UPa\Tabc^bT[[cWTXa_a^SdRT
^dcbXSTcWT]^cXUXTS\PaZTcX]VhPaSb\P]SXb^UcWT
0VaXRd[cdaP[?a^SdRT<PaZTc2^\\XccTT*
 C^UPRX[XcPcTaT\d]TaPcXeT_aXRTbcWa^dVW
R^\_TcXcXeTP[cTa]PcXeTcaPSX]VRWP]]T[b*
 =^RTbb^a[Teh^]bP[T^UPVaXRd[cdaP[_a^SdRT
d]STacWXb0Rc*
 C^P[[^f\^aTRW^XRTbU^aUPa\TabaTSdRT
\PaZTcX]VR^bcbP]SWT[_cWT\VTcQTccTa_aXRTb

F7H C74 50A<4AB >??>B43.

 5Pa\TabP]S>__^bXcX^]_PacXTbbPXScWT[PffX[[
[TPSc^cWTT]S^UcWT<B?QPbTS_a^RdaT\T]c
bhbcT\P]S\Ph[TPSc^Tg_[^XcPcX^]Qh_aXePcT
R^\_P]XTb
 BcPcTbfX[[[^bTaTeT]dTX]cWTU^a\^U²\P]SXUTTb³
XUUPa\TabbT[[cWTXa_a^SdRT^dcbXSTaTVXbcTaTS

0?<2\PaZTcbP]S2^\\XbbX^]PVT]cbbcP]Sc^
[^bTXUcWTT]cXaTUPa\caPST\^eTb^dc^U\P]SXb
 2[PdbTbX]bTRcX^]b"P]S#^UcWT0RcVPeTcWT
UPa\TaUaTTS^\c^X]Sd[VTX]X]caPbcPcT^aX]cTa
bcPcTcaPSTX]PaTPb^dcbXSTcWT0?<2\P]SXb
 BTRcX^]%_a^WXQXcTScWTR^[[TRcX^]^UP]h\PaZTcUTT
^aRTbbd]STaP]hbcPcT0?<20Rc^aP]h^cWTabcPcT
[PffXcWaTb_TRcc^caPST^dcbXSTcWT0?<2\PaZTc
 BTRcX^] #VPeTcWT0RcP]^eTaaXSX]VTUUTRc^eTa
cWTX]R^]bXbcT]c_a^eXbX^]b^UcWTBcPcT0?<2[Pfb
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 1XVR^\_P]XTbfX[[WPeTcWT
UaTTS^\c^bc^RZR^\\^SXcXTb
WT[_X]VcWT\SXRcPcTcTa\bc^
UPa\Tab

*RYWWRIRUPSDQHOWRPDNH063PRUHHIIHFWLYHWUDQVSDUHQW
Minister Narendra Modi has
announced that a committee
will be formed to make MSP
system more effective and
transparent.
Presently, the government
decides the MSP based on the
recommendation of the expert
body the Commission for
Agricultural Costs & Prices
(CACP). The factors considered by the CACP for fixing
MSPs include cost of production, domestic and interna-

New Delhi: After the
announcement to repeal the
farm laws, the Government
will set up a committee to
make the Minimum Support
Price (MSP) system more
effective and transparent as
well as suggest ways to promote
zero budgeting based-agriculture. The committee will have
representatives of the Central
Govt, State Govts, farmers,
agricultural scientists, and agricultural economists. Prime
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tional prices, demand-supply
conditions, inter-crop price
parity, terms of trade between
agricultural and non-agricultural sectors.
Agriculture Minister
Narendra Singh Tomar said
the committee will submit
the report, which will be beneficial to the farming community.He highlighted that
the government had decided
to fix the MSP at least 1.5
times higher than the cost of
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production.
He welcomed the Prime
Minister's decision to repeal the
three farm laws but expressed
regret that the government was
unsuccessful in convincing
some farmers group about the
benefits of these laws.
Minister of State for
Agriculture Kailash Choudhary
urged them to return home and
not be adamant as the Centre
has met their demand of repealing three farm laws. Despite the
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announcement to repeal the
farm laws, farmers’ leaders have
decided to continue their
protest till there is a legal guarantee for the minimum support
price for crops.
Tomar, in a video message,
said that the government wanted to remove hurdles being
faced by the farming community by bringing three new farm
laws. These laws, which were
passed by
Parliament,

3424<14A "!!)BXgcWa^d]S^U
cP[ZbQTcfTT]V^eTa]\T]cP]SUPa\Ta
[TPSTabbPfb^\TWTPSfPh*2T]caT
PVaTTSc^TgT\_c
UPa\TabUa^\
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would have definitely benefited
farmers, he said adding the
PM's intention behind these
laws was to bring a "revolutionary change" in the lives of farmers. "I am sad that we were not
successful in convincing some
farmers about the benefit of
these laws," Tomar said. The PM
always tried to bring changes in
the farm sector through these
laws. But such situation arose
that some farmers found problems in these laws.
PNS
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espite 25 years after its
enactment, the rules of
D
the Panchayats (Extension to
Scheduled Areas) Act 1996
(PESA) are yet to see the light
of the day in four tribal populated States--Madhya Pradesh,
Chhattisgarh, Odisha and
Jharkhand in the country, thus
depriving the adivasis (tribal
communities) from their right
to empowerment.
Taking serious note in the
matter, the Union Ministry of
Panchayati Raj (MoPR) has
urged the Governors of these
laggard States to discuss the
matter with the Chief Ministers

and Ministers of these four
states and exhort them to notify the rules at the earliest. The
provisions of the Pesa Act seek
to empower local self - governments in the Schedule V
areas of the country to help
safeguard and preserve the traditions and customs of the
tribal communities.
The draft model Pesa rules
had been circulated by (MoPR)
in 2009 to the 10 Pesa states.
Andhra Pradesh, Himachal
Pradesh,
Maharashtra,
Rajasthan, Gujarat and
Telangana have notified their
state Pesa rules, noted Minister
of Rural Development and
Panchayati Raj, Giriraj Singh

and Tribal Affairs Minister
Arjun Munda at a national
conference held here to deliberate the issue.
Singh said that while
preparing the Gram Panchayat
Development Plan (GPDP),
the Union Ministr y of
Panchayati Raj and the Union
Ministry of Tribal Affairs
should create a new model of
development for the tribal
community through convergence, keeping in mind the traditions of the tribal community adequate facilities should be
provided to them.
He also stressed upon the
need to prevent land alienation
of tribals for which a well

organised data base must be
maintained and the need for
convergence between Pesa and
the execution of the Forest
Rights Act.
At the meeting Singh also
enlisted various measures taken
by the Government under the
leadership of Prime Minister
Narendra Modi for the development of tribal areas. “The
budget of the Ministry of Tribal
Affairs, which was Rs.4,000
crore during 2013-14, has
increased to more than Rs 7,500
crore during 2021–22. The
scholarship given to tribal students was Rs 978 crore during
the year 2013–14, which has
now increased to Rs. 2546 crore.
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ndia could face a significant
investment shortfall of USD3.5
trillion to achieve its target of netzero emission by 2070. Of this, it
would need investment support of
USD1.4 trillion in the form of concessional finance from developed
economies to mobilize foreign capital. Overall, India would need
cumulative investments of $10.1
trillion to achieve net-zero emissions
within the next fifty years, according to an independent study released
here by The Council for
Environment, Energy and Water –
Centre for Energy Finance (CEEWCEF).
The first of its kind study
‘Investment Sizing India’s 2070 NetZero Target’ estimates that these
investments would help decarbonize
India’s power, industrial and transport sectors. However, the first-ofits-kind study estimated that India
could face a significant investment
shortfall of $3.5 trillion to achieve its
net-zero target.
At the recently concluded climate change summit (COP26),

I

Prime Minister Narendra Modi
announced India's aim to achieve
net-zero emissions by 2070. Net zero
is a concept where any unit either
prevents putting into or pulls out as
much carbon from the atmosphere
as it consumes; the unit can be a
home, factory, state or a country.
The study said that the majority of the investments would be needed to transform India’s power sector. Such investments totaling USD
8.4 trillion would be required to significantly scale up generation from
renewable energy and associated
integration, distribution and transmission infrastructure. Another
USD1.5 trillion would have to be
invested in the industrial sector for
setting up green hydrogen production capacity to advance the sector’s

de-carbonization, the study added.
At COP26, India announced
bold near-term and long-term climate targets. Our analysis finds that
a transition to net-zero emissions
would require mammoth investment support from developed countries. Developed countries must
ramp up hard targets for climate
finance over the coming years,”
Arunabha Ghosh, CEO, CEEW,
said.
Programme lead and lead
author of the study, Vaibhav Pratap
Singh, said, “India’s 2070 net-zero
target is a bold commitment that
would not only contribute to global de-carbonization efforts but would
also shape how businesses and jobs
of the future would look like.”
“Traditional domestic and foreign sources such as domestic banks
and non-banking financial companies (NBFCs), and debt capital markets — both local and international — would not be able to fund the
massive investments they themselves would need. Therefore, access
to foreign capital on concessional
terms would have to play a key role,”
Singh added.

These facts show that the Centre
is serious about improvement in
day-to-day lives of the tribal
community. The State
Governments should also show
similar commitment and seriousness in this matter,” he said.
Similarly, Munda called
upon the States to look at the
tribal welfare from a national
point of view while understanding the basic spirit of the
Constitution along with local
concerns and issues. He
emphasized on the welfare of
tribals by convergence of
Schemes of Union Ministry of
Panchayati Raj, Union Ministry
of Tribal Affairs and Union
Ministry of Environment.
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he CBI on Friday arrested
two senior officials of
T
Ratnakar Bank Ltd. (RBL) in a

bribery case of C 30 lakh.
The arrested accused are
Regional Head, Agro Division,
RBL, Ahmedabad, Nimesh
Manger and Recovery Head of
the Bank at Pune, Saurabh
Bhasin,
A case was registered on a
complaint against the accused on
the allegations of demanding
undue advantage of Rs 1 crore
for issuing a valuation certificate.
It was further alleged that the

complainant along with his 12
family members applied for Agri
Term Loan under the
Development of Commercial
Horticulture through Production
and Post Harvest Management
of Horticulture Scheme of
National Horticulture Board, in
which government gives subsidy
at the rate of 50 percent of the
total project cost limited to Rs 56
lakh for each project, the agency
said in a statement.
Due to non-availability of
subsidy, all the agri term loans of
the complainant and his family
members became NPA and for
availing subsidy, a valuation cer-

tificate for mortgaged properties
was required.
It was also alleged that the
bribe was settled to an amount
of Rs 30 lakh on negotiation.
The CBI laid a trap and
caught
Manger
from
Ahmedabad and later on his colleague in Pune, Bhasin was also
caught.
Searches were conducted at
five locations including at
Ahmedabad, Pune and Delhi at
the office and residential premises of arrested duo.
Both the arrested accused
are being produced today before
the Competent Court, it added.
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he Centre on Friday announced
to resume serving cooked food
T
in the Indian railways passenger
trains, which was discontinued in
the first place due to coronavirusrelated restrictions.
The Railway Board, in a letter
on Friday, asked its tourism and
catering arm Indian Railway
Catering and Tourism Corporation
(IRCTC) to resume the service.
Ready-to-eat meals will also
continue to be served to passengers,
the Railway board also said.
"In view of the restoration of
normal train services, requirements of travelling passengers and
easing of Covid lockdown restrictions in eateries, restaurants, hotels
and such other places across the
country, it has been decided by the
Ministry of Railways to resume the
services of cooked food in trains.
Service of ready-to-eat meals will
also continue," the letter stated.

Recently, the Ministry of Civil
Aviation has also allowed airlines
to serve meals on all domestic
flights.
Both the decisions come as
India's coronavirus scenario
remains under control with average
daily cases hovering around 10,00015,000 since the past few days.
Earlier this month, the
Railways had announced the running of normal trains, withdrawing
the special tag which had been in
place for the pandemic.
In the letter to zonal railways,
the Railways said trains will now be
operated with their regular numbers and fares will revert to normal
pre-Covid prices.
With the operation of special
trains and no concessions, the
Railways' revenue has seen a substantial growth. It registered an
increase of 113% in earnings from
the passenger segment during the
second quarter of 2021-2022 as
compared to the first.

he Enforcement Directorate (ED)
has filed prosecution complaint
T
(chargesheet in police parlance)
against entry operators Ashok Kumar
Goel and Devki Nandan Garg for
their active involvement in money
laundering in the bank fraud of C
3,269.42 crore by Shakti Bhog Foods
Limited.
The ED had initiated money
laundering investigation on the basis
of FIR registered by the CBI against
Shakti Bhog Foods Limited and others, for criminal conspiracy, cheating
and criminal misconduct.
Investigation revealed that Kewal
Krishan Kumar, CMD Shakti Bhog
Foods Limited (SBFL), Raman
Bhuraria, CA, Devki Nandan Garg
and Ashok Kumar Goel had conspired to defraud the consortium of
10 banks led by the State bank of
India, the agency said in a statement.
Garg and Goel had assisted Shakti
Bhog Foods Limited and its directors
in generation, acquisition, layering
and siphoning off its loans funds
through the platform of shell com-

panies under their disposal, it said.
The two accused entry operators
were actively involved in providing
fake bills to Shakti Bhog Foods Limited
without actual business transactions.
These fake bills facilitated inflated
stock, turnover and purchase/sale of
SBFL to enable it to secure enhanced
credit facilities from consortium banks
on the basis of the inflated financial
reports, the agency further said.
Investigation unearthed that Garg
and Goel were also beneficiaries of the
proceeds of crime.
In this case, ED has so far provisionally attached movable and
immovable properties worth Rs 98.31
crore under ownership of Shakti
Bhog group companies and their
directors/promoters, Chartered
Accountant Raman Bhuraria, his
wife, Usha Bhuraria under the
Prevention of Money-laundering Act.
After the filing of the prosecution
complaints of the ED, the PMLA
Special Court has takeN cognizance
of the offence against Shakti Bhog
Foods Limited, Kewal Krishan
Kumar, Sunanda Kumar, Raman
Bhuraria and others, it added.
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Mahoba (UP): Prime Minister
Narendra Modi on Friday inaugurated multiple projects aimed
at ending water scarcity for
farmers in the parched
Bundelkhand region.
The Prime Minister who
arrived in Mahoba in Uttar
Pradesh this afternoon inaugurated Arjun Sahayak Project,
Ratauli Weir Project, Bhaoni
Dam Project and MajhgaonChilli Sprinkler Project, among
others.
The cumulative cost of
these projects is more than
C3,240 crore and once
fully operational, these will
help
irrigate
around
65,000 hectares of land in the
districts of Mahoba, Hamirpur,

Banda
and
Lalitpur,
benefitting several lakh farmers.

These projects will also
provide potable water to the
people of the region.
PTI
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Mahoba (UP): Prime Minister
Narendra Modi on Friday
accused the previous State and
Central Governments of devastating the Bundelkhand
region by handing over its
resources and forests to mafia
elements who “looted” them.
"The Governments which
had been there in Delhi and UP
left no stone unturned in devastating this region turn by
turn,” Prime Minister said here
while inaugurating a slew of
projects aimed at ending the
water scarcity in the parched
Bundelkhand region.
“It is not hidden from
anyone that the jungles and
resources were handed over to
the mafia. The manner in
which these people behaved
with Bundelkhand will not be
forgotten by the people here,”
he said. “A lot was said and
done in the name of 'nalkoop'
and hand pumps but earlier

Governments did not tell how
water could be made available
in the absence of groundwater,"
the Prime Minister pointed
out.
“Now when the bulldozer
is being used against mafia (elements), some people are raising hue and cry. But whatever
they may try to do, the development
of
UP
and
Bundelkhand will not stop," the
Prime Minister asserted.
"The question is how this
area, which was an example for
water conservation in the past,
turned into a centre of exodus
and water-related problems,”
the Prime Minister said.
"Why were the people not
ready to marry their daughters
here and daughters here wished
they got married to areas where
there is water?" he asked.
While inaugurating various projects, including the
Arjun Sahayak Irrigation

Project, aimed at turning the
parched Bundelkhand into a
water-surplus one, Prime
Minister Modi recalled his
frustration over the Akhilesh
Yadav Government's "indifference" to the plight of the project.
“This Arjun Sahayak
Project was left lying incomplete for years but was taken up
after the BJP formed government in the Centre in 2014 and
I enquired about the pending
irrigation works,” he said.
Accusing the Akhilesh
Yadav government of not taking any interest in its completion, the PM said, "Talks were
held at different levels for its
early completion with the then
UP Government but these
'gunehgaar (culprits) of
Bundelkhand' did not show any
interest in completing the irrigation facilities here."
In 2017, when the Yogi

government came to power,
this project gained momentum
and today it is being dedicated
to the people, he said.
Attacking the "pariwarwadis"
(dynastic) Governments, he
said they kept most of the UP
villages thirsty for decades but
the Government of 'karma
yogis' in two years gave tap
water to 30 lakh people, said
Modi, lauding the Yogi
Adityanath government's work
in the parched region.
“The governments of 'pariwarwadis' kept children and
daughters deprived of drinking
water facilities but the double
engine Government made separate toilets in schools,” he
said. They made announcements in the name of farmers
but not a paisa used to reach
them, he said.
"In the name of ponds, ribbons were cut but the 'commission' was taken in the dig-
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he Enfocement Directorate
on Friday arrested a Kolkata
T
businessman
Ashish

Junjhunwala on charges of C200
crore bank fraud.
Acting on a 2017 case initially lodged by the CBI, the ED
summoned Aashis and then
arrested him. The ED lawyers
later said that the businessman
had committed a bank fraud
which could go up to C1,000
crore. “Presently it is C200 crore
and the probe is on,” a lawyer
said adding the fraud was done
on public sector banks.
ED officials said that the
businessman was being interrogated to find out whether any
other persons were involved in
the scam or not.

he Trinamool Congress has termed the
Centre’s withdrawal of the controversial
farm laws a defeat of arrogance and victory of the
farmers’ unity.
Soon after Prime Minister Narendra Modi
announced the withdrawal of the farm laws,
Bengal Chief Minister Mamata Banerjee came out
congratulating the farmers saying every single
farmer of the country merited a congratulatory
note.
“My heartfelt congratulations to every single farmer who fought relentlessly and were not
fazed by the cruelty with which BJP … treated
you. This is YOUR VICTORY! My deepest condolences to everyone
who lost their loved ones in this fight,” the
Chief Minister said even
Demanding more power for the farming
community TMC national general secretary and
Chief Minister’s nephew Abhishek Banerjee
called Friday’s development a “defeat of arrogance” adding “the long and arduous struggle”
of the farmers “their grit and determination
against all adversities has shown BJP … their true
place. This is the real power of dissent in a democracy and I salute every farmer for their
courage.”
Attacking the farmer for tendering apology
to the farmers in his speech senior TMC MP
Sukhendu Shekhar Roy wondered why the

Government did not take the decision earlier so
that the lives of many farmers could be saved.
“Now the Prime Minister’s conscience has
woken up when more than 700 farmers have
died,” he said in a hard-hitting statement adding
the Centre’s decision to withdraw the farm laws
was not the result of its realization of guilt but it
was the result of fear for the approaching elections.
“There is no conscience in it … they would
have continued with the decision and allowed
more farmers to perish … what made them withdraw the laws is their dread of approaching elections in the five states … they know that they will
lose … with the pre-poll surveys presaging electoral defeat for the BJP the Centre has taken this
decision,” the TMC leader said adding Friday’s
withdrawal might not however help the saffron
cause as “there end has begun and in 2024 they
will be have to go out of power with their bag and
baggage’s.”
Both CPI(M) and State Congress leadership
called it a biggest victory after the Independence.
CPI(M) politburo member Biman Bose said that
“it was a historical reality” while his party central committee member Sujan Chakrabarty said
“the Centre did not withdraw the laws out of generoicty but out of fear … they were forced to do
so.” PCC president Adhir Chowdhury said
“Friday’s withdrawal of the farm laws were perhaps the biggest victory of the people after
Independence.”
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Prayagraj: The Allahabad High Court
has ruled that marriage registrars do not
have to ask interfaith couples to bring
their faith conversion certificates from
district authorities.
A bench of Justice Suneet Kumar
gave the ruling also asking the district
marriage registrars to register forthwith
the marriages of interfaith couples.
The bench gave the verdict on a
bunch of 17 petitions by as many interfaith couples who complained of marriage registrars' refusing to register their
marriages in absence of their faith conversion certificates from district magistrates. The petitioners included an Uttar
Pradesh resident, Mayra alias Vaishnavi
Vilas Shirshikar.
Justice Kumar gave the verdict ruling that the insistence on production of
conversion certificate will amount to
breaching the couples' fundamental
rights to life, liberty and privacy.
“The state and private respondents
are restrained from interfering with the

life, liberty and privacy of the petitioners to live as man and woman and the
police authorities of the respective districts shall ensure the safety of the petitioners and provide protection to them
if demanded or needed,” the judge said
in his order on Thursday.
Petitioners had claimed in their petitions that they were majors and one of
the parties to the marriage had converted
to the religion of his or her partner.
Standing Counsel appearing for the
Uttar Pradesh government had argued
that as conversions were for the marriage,
interfaith marriages cannot be registered
without the district authority ascertaining if the conversion was voluntary and
was not induced by coercion, allurement
and threat.
Counsel for the petitioner, however,
had contended that even taking a case
that approval of the authority was not
taken before the conversion, the petitioners still have the right to live together as majors.
PTI
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Maharajganj (UP): A priest and a ‘sadhvi'
were found killed inside a temple in Mahdeiya
village of Maharajganj, police said on Friday.
The incident allegedly took place
Thursday night and the bodies of both persons were found lying in the temple on Friday
morning by the villagers after which they
informed the police.
According to the police, they were killed
with a blow to their heads with the deity's idol
installed in the temple.
Their bodies have been sent for a post
mortem examination and an investigation is
on, officials at Parsa Malik Police Station said.
According to villagers, Ram Ratan Mishra
(73), a resident of Mahdeiya village, had built
Mata's temple in the village at his own expense
and used to live there.
For the last two and a half decades, a
woman named Kalavati (68) from Nepal had
also been living and worshipping there, and
people referred to her as ‘Sadhvi'.
PTI
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eeking not to let Zonal
Director of Narcotics
SControl
Bureau (NCB) Sameer
Wankhede off the hook,
Maharashtra Minister Nawab
Malik on Friday made a fresh
allegation that Wankhede was
-- in violation of Central Civil
Services (CCA) Rules, 1965 –
running a liquor bar IN Navi
Mumbai which violates DoPT
rules.
A day after he produced a
purported School Leaving
Certificate that mentioned the
controversial IRS officer was as
Muslim and not Hindu Dalit as
the latter has been claiming all
along, Malik alleged that
Dnyandev Wankhede, who was
working in the State Excise
Department earlier had managed to get a permit room
licence
for
his
son
Sameer Wankhede’s name
when the latter was a minor in
1997-1998.
Talking to media persons
here, Malik said: “As per the
law, minors cannot be issued
such liquor bar licence. Sameer
Wankhede was only around 17
years 10 months old at that
time, when he was issued the
liquor licence. This was a big
fraud perpetrated by his father”
“Sameer Wankhede’s
"Sadguru Restro Bar" is located at Vashi in Navi Mumbai.

The licence has been continuously renewed, without fail
and is currently valid till 2022,”
Malik said.
‘Sameer Wankhede had
concealed the information
about his owning a liquor bar
while joining the central government services. It was only in
2017 that Wankhede declared
that he owns the inherited
property along with his father,
which is a hotel but is on a
lease, Malik alleged.
“At that time, Sameer
Wankhede declared that he
owned a bequeathed property
jointly with his father
Dnyandev, where a ‘hotel’ is
running from which he gets an
annual rental income is
C240,000 for the huge 1,600 sq
feet premises and the property was worth just C1 crore,”
Malik said.
The Maharashtra Minister
said that Sameer Wankhede
had clearly flouted central service rules that prohibit any officers from running businesses.
“I am filing complaints with the
DoPT, Vigilance Commission
and the IT Department as he
belongs to the IRS cadre. He
has no right to continue in service,” Malik said.
On their part, Wankhedes
have gone on record saying that
they have informed the government that the property was
willed by the late wife of

Dnyandev and there was no
illegality in the whole thing.
During the news conference, Malik shared documents
to corroborate the claims which
comprised a report from the
state excise department that
states that a licence to serve
liquor in a hotel was issued in
the name of Sameer Dnyandev
Wankhede on October 29,
1997. The documents further
showed that the license was
renewed ever y year till
February 3, 2021.
Malik – who has been
“exposing” NCB’s Zonal director Sameer Wankhede‘s efforts
to implicate falsely innocent
people including Bollywood
super star Shah Rukh Khan’s
son Aryan and Fadnavis’
alleged links with the underworld – has been making a
series of allegations against

Wankhede.
The NCP leader has
among other things alleged
that the raid on the rave party
on board Goa-bound luxury
cruise was “fake”, that the former has been targeting
Bollywood in drug-related
matters, that he has extorted
money from film personalities,
that he has forged a caste certificate to join IRS and that he
was enjoying “ lavish lifestyle”
from the proceeds of extorted
money.
In what came as a boost to
Malik, the Bombay High
Court on Thursday took on
record several of his documents, including the copy of
the latter’s School Leaving
Certificate (SLC) -- which
mentions that he was a Muslim
and not Hindu Dalit as he has
been claiming.
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ging work for embankments
and there was corruption in
drought relief works.
"Those in the Government
looted Bundelkhand and benefitted their families without
caring for your families crying
for every drop of water," he
said, citing the example of the
Arjun Sahayak project, inaugurated by him today, as an
example of their work culture.
“For decades, the people of
Bundelkhand have seen the
governments that looted them,
it is for the first time that they
are seeing a Government which
works for the development of
the region,” he said.
Contrasting the work culture of
BJP governments with that of
previous governments, the
Prime Minister said, "No one
can forget this harsh truth that
they did not get tired looting
UP and we do not get tired
working for it."
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he DMK leadership and cadre were
in cloud nine on Friday as Prime
Minister Narendra Modi announced his
Government’s decision to repeal the
controversial agriculture reforms bill. K
N Nehru, Minister for Municipal
Administration told reporters that it was
a victory for Stalin.
“It was Stalin who first demanded
that these bills should not be implemented at all. While other farm leaders
were eulogising the bill, Stalin pointed out
the defects in these legislations and
demanded its repeal. He led many
demonstrations across the State demanding the Union Government to withdraw
the same,” said Nehru.
Chief Minister Stalin, whose election
campaign in May 2021 was focussed
mainly on the repeal of the bills said that
the decision of the Modi Government
was a victory for the non-violent agitation staged by the farmers in the country. “People’s views should get precedence
over all issues in a democratic society,”
the chief minister said in a statement. He
said the victory of the farmers proved
again that this is Mahatma Gandhi’s
country.
Dr S Ramadoss, founder of the

PMK, an ally of the BJP, too welcomed
the move by the Union Government to
withdraw the Bills.
“These reforms were of no use to the
farming community. The PMK was
against these reforms from the word go
and I am happy to note that netter sense
had prevailed,” said Dr Ramdoss.
But P Chengal Reddy, veteran farmer
and advisor to Consortium of Indian
Farmers’ Association described Friday as
the most tragic day for farmers. He said
that the image of Prime Minister
Narendra Modi and the BJP have taken
a beating following the repeal of the agriculture bills.
“Since the opening up of Indian
economy by the then Prime Minister P
V Narasimha Rao in 1991, service and
industry have been progressing at 10 per

cent while the growth of agriculture
remained at one per cent. This was due
to the non-implementation of reforms in
the farm sector. Modi has brought in
these reforms and almost every farmer
was happy that in future technologies will
come, investment will come and there
would be market arrangements for long
term value addition, traceability and quality and Indian agriculture economy will
really go beyond 4 to 5 per cent,” Reddy
told The Pioneer over phone from
Hyderabad.
He said the political farmers in
Delhi have won while the real farmers are
put to loss by the decision to repeal the
Bills.
Reddy also pointed out that despite
the setbacks suffered by demonetisation
and Covid-19 pandemic which put the
industrial and service sectors to serious
problems, it was the farmers and agriculture sector that supported and sustained the nation.
“Modi could have asked the Supreme
Court to decide on the judicial validity
or if there is any deficiency, the same
could have been rectified. The withdrawal
of the Bills shows the weakness of Modi
as a leader and BJP itself has to rethink
because this is not the way you have to
go about,” said Reddy.
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7KH*RYHUQPHQWDIWHUIDFLQJD\HDUORQJ
QDWLRQDOSURWHVWKDVUHSHDOHGWKHIDUPODZV

6

RPHERG\FKHHNLO\VDLGWKHFRQWURYHUVLDOIDUPODZVFRXOGJRWKHVDPHZD\
WKH\FDPHLQ³ E\WKHRUGLQDQFHURXWH7KLVZDVDIWHU3ULPH0LQLVWHU1DUHQGUD
0RGLVDLGWKHFRQVWLWXWLRQDOSURFHVVZLOOEHIROORZHGWRUHSHDOWKHODZVLQWKH
XSFRPLQJVHVVLRQRI3DUOLDPHQW<HVWKHUHLVQRWKLQJXQFRQVWLWXWLRQDODERXWDQRUGL
QDQFHEXWZKDWLWGRHVLVVKRUWFLUFXLWWKHGHPRFUDWLFDQGOHJLVODWLYHSURFHVVRIEULQJ
LQJLQODZRUIDFLOLWDWLQJLWVH[LW+DGWKHSURFHVVEHHQIROORZHGSHUKDSVWKHGHFL
VLRQWRUHSHDOWKHODZVFRXOGKDYHEHHQDYRLGHG7KH3ULPH0LQLVWHUFKRVHWKHRFFD
VLRQRI*XUSXUDEWRWHOOWKHQDWLRQDQGWKHSURWHVWLQJIDUPHUVLQSDUWLFXODUWKDWKLV
*RYHUQPHQWZDVUHSHDOLQJWKHODZV+HVDLGWKDWWKRXJKWKHODZVZHUHHQDFWHGIRU
WKHEHQHILWRIWKHIDUPHUVWKH*RYHUQPHQWIDLOHGWRFRQYLQFHDVHFWLRQRIWKHP
3DUOLDPHQWSDVVHGWKHODZVODVW6HSWHPEHU7KHIDUPHUVGLGQRWOLNHWKHODZV7KH\
JDYH P\ULDG UHDVRQV 7KHLU WDONV ZLWK WKH
*RYHUQPHQW IDLOHG 7KH\ PRYHG WKH FRXUWV DQG
EHJDQDQDWLRQDOSURWHVWV\PEROLVHGE\D\HDUORQJ
VLWLQRQWKHERUGHUVRI'HOKL+XQGUHGVRIWKHP
GLHGGXULQJWKHSURWHVWV7KH\IDFHGSROLFHLUHLQ
+DU\DQDDQG'HOKLDQGSROLWLFDODQJHULQ/DNKLPSXU
.KHUL7KHLUSDWULRWLVPZDVFDOOHGLQWRTXHVWLRQZLWK
WKHPHYHQEHLQJFDOOHG.KDOLVWDQL%ULQJLQJLQDJUL
FXOWXUDO UHIRUPV LQ D SUHGRPLQDQWO\ DJULFXOWXUDO
FRXQWU\LVDQRQHURXVWDVN)DUPHUVFRQVWLWXWHWKH
ELJJHVWVLQJOHYRWHEDQN7KHVHFWRULVWKHEDFN
ERQHRIWKHHFRQRP\
$Q\FKDQJHVLQWKHPRGHRIIDUPLQJRUKDQGOLQJSURGXFHKDYHVRFLHWDOLPSOLFD
WLRQV7KLVLVUHDVRQHQRXJKIRUVXFKDUHIRUPWRSDVVSHRSOH·VVFUXWLQ\EHIRUHEHFRP
LQJODZ6RPXFKVRWKH6XSUHPH&RXUWZKLFKRUGHUHGDVWD\RQWKHLPSOHPHQWD
WLRQRIWKHODZVWKLV-DQXDU\GLGQRWDFWRQWKHUHSRUWRIDFRPPLWWHHLWDSSRLQWHG
RQUHVROYLQJWKHIDUPODZVFRQWURYHUV\$FRPPLWWHHPHPEHUHYHQZURWHWRWKH&KLHI
-XVWLFHVD\LQJWKHUHZDVQRSRLQWLQNHHSLQJWKHUHSRUWLQFROGVWRUDJHZKLOHWKH
SURWHVWV UDJHG 7KH DSH[ FRXUW SHUKDSV WKRXJKW LW ILW WR DOORZ WKH ([HFXWLYH DQG
/HJLVODWXUHWRKDQGOHWKHPDWWHUDVLWSULPDULO\IDOOVLQWKHLUGRPDLQ7KH*RYHUQPHQW
ZLOODGGUHVVWKHDJULFXOWXUHUHIRUPVLVVXHRQFHDJDLQLQWKHFRPLQJGD\V7KHKDVW\
RUGLQDQFHURXWHFDQEHDYRLGHGDQGWKH%LOOVPXVWILUVWEHVXEMHFWHGWRSDUOLDPHQ
WDU\VFUXWLQ\DQGWKHQGHEDWHGLQERWK+RXVHV2IODWHLWKDVEHFRPHDQRUPRIVRUWV
IRU3DUOLDPHQWWRIRFXVRQO\RQGHEDWLQJODZVEHIRUHSDVVDJHEHFDXVHWKDWLVZKDW
3DUOLDPHQWUXOHVVD\7KHUHLVQRSUDFWLFHRI%LOOVEHLQJILUVWPDQGDWRULO\UHIHUUHGWR
SDUOLDPHQWDU\FRPPLWWHHV$VDUHVXOWYHU\IHZ%LOOVDUHUHIHUUHGDQGPRVWOHJLVOD
WLYHSURSRVDOVIDLOWRJHWIXOOSDUOLDPHQWDU\DWWHQWLRQ0HPEHUVGHEDWHWKH%LOOVZLWK
RXWWKHEHQHILWRIDFRPSDUDWLYHVWXG\RIWKH*RYHUQPHQW·VSURSRVDOVDQGWKHFRP
PLWWHHV·UHFRPPHQGDWLRQV7KDWLVZKDWKDSSHQHGZLWKWKHWKUHHIDUPODZVWRRDQG
WKHUHVXOWLVWKHUHIRUDOOWRVHH,W·VWLPHWRUHVWRUHWKHVDQFWLW\RIODZPDNLQJ
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e are in the midst of
a pandemic, with
this state of health
emergency nearing
two years. This drastic change in
people’s lifestyles is taking a toll on
their mental health, especially of
the young. With Statista reporting that as of 2017, more than 14
per cent of India’s population suffered from variations of mental
disorders, higher than the estimated world average of 10.7 per cent,
one wonders what the post-pandemic position would be. I have
firsthand experienced the mental
state of students during COVID,
especially the second wave, and
wanted to explore the connection
between cinema as a mass media
tool to heighten awareness about
mental health and illness.
Cinema as mass media is a
powerful way to bring awareness
and educate people on burning
issues and mental health and
mental illness will certainly be a
burning topic post-COVID. With
Hindi cinema leading the number
of films a year in India, Bollywood
sets the tone in changing opinions,
thoughts and behaviour. It is certainly important to note that the
tone and tenor of mental illness as
represented by Bollywood has
changed from the earlier broad
term “madness” used.
According to movie magazines and commentators, of late
Indian cinema has produced films
on diverse topics of mental health
and illness like Kaasav (2017)
about depression, treatment, suicide, care and loneliness; Dear
Zindagi (2016) about depression;
Taare Zameen Par (2007) on
dyslexia; Black (2005) depicting
Alzheimer’s; 15 Park Avenue
depicting schizophrenia; and
Marathi film Devrai (2004) dealing with mental breakdown. Then
there have been others which have
varying themes of mental health:
Judgementall Hai Kya and
Chhichhore, both in 2019;
Tamasha (2015); Barfi (2013);
and My Name is Khan and Karthik
Calling Karthik (both 2010).
Is there a correlation between
increased mental health representation in Bollywood and the
decreasing stigma? Did the movie
Taare Zameen Par manage to do
more for learning disorders like
dyslexia than many psychiatrists
put together, as has been written

W

by the author in Vogue India’s
October 2019 story “How
Bollywood’s portrayal of mental illness has evolved over the
last decade”? The answer is
more complex than a simple
“yes” or “no”.
First and foremost, dyslexia is a learning disability and
not a mental illness. The fact
that the author of the story
bunched it with other mental
illnesses is a reflection how
mental health is not correctly
understood. It may be secondary that psychologists
admit that dyslexic people are
very likely to present other
kinds of learning disabilities or
psychiatric disorders. Besides,
if we analyse various movies
based on the Theory of
Reception Studies, it is not
what the story writer, producer and director wants to convey, but what the audience
understands — and that is
based on the larger social and
political context in which the
film is produced and consumed.
In other words, how the
audience makes sense of a
movie is not a straightforward
equation, but dependent on
many factors. In the absence of
any media research on the
effects of movies across class
and caste as well as across
urban and rural areas, one cannot comment with any certainty. The parameter of a box
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office “hit” could be simply
attributed to the entertainment aspect of the film without any social gains, or the film
actually helping to reduce the
stigma arising from mental
health issues.
A study by Banwari published in 2011 found the
Bollywood portrayal of a psychiatrist as mostly a middle
aged male, clinically incompetent, being unable to make
accurate diagnosis while
breaching professional ethics
and also frequently transgressing sexual and non-sexual
boundaries. While another
study by Pathak and Biswal in
2020 states that the use of mental illness as a topic of entertainment strengthens existing
notions of mental illness. For
example, the 2019 movie
Judgementall Hai Kya was earlier titled ‘Mental Hai Kya’.
The initial title itself is a depiction of how incorrectly society
understands mental illness.
The title was changed after
widespread criticism. The
movie depicts the use of
Electroconvulsive therapy
(ECT) without anesthesia,
which is rarely done in real life.
This one misrepresentation
might have done more damage
to the understanding of mental illness than all previous correct representations.
Things become more complicated than straightforward
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7RGD\PRUHWKDQHYHUWKHUHLVDQH[LJHQW
QHHGWRFRQWUROWREDFFRXVHDQGVDYHOLYHV

W·VVLPSO\XQDFFHSWDEOHWKDWJOREDOFRQVXPSWLRQRIFLJDUHWWHVLVWKHVDPHWRGD\DVLW
ZDV\HDUVDJR,QGLDUDQNVVHFRQGLQWKHQXPEHURIVPRNHUV  DJHG
EHWZHHQDQG\HDUVDQGLVDPRQJWKHFRXQWULHVZLWKRQHRIWKHORZHVWTXLWUDWHV
IRUVPRNLQJ OHVVWKDQSHUFHQWIRUPHQ DQHZUHSRUWVWDWHV7KHUHSRUWSUHSDUHG
E\¶7KH,QWHUQDWLRQDO&RPPLVVLRQWR5HLJQLWHWKH)LJKW$JDLQVW6PRNLQJ·XVLQJVHFRQGDU\
GDWDIURPVRXUFHVVXFKDVWKH:RUOG%DQNVDLGWKDW,QGLDDQG&KLQDDUHKRPHWRPRUH
WKDQPLOOLRQWREDFFRXVHUVLQWKHDJHJURXS,QGLDDOVRDFFRXQWVIRUVRPHRI
WKHKLJKHVWUDWHVRIVPRNHOHVVWREDFFR DE XVHDQGRUDOFDQFHULQWKHZRUOG+DUGO\DQ\
VXUSULVHVKHUHVLQFHFLJDUHWWHVFRVWVLJQLILFDQWO\FKHDSHUKHUHLQ,QGLDWKDQLQWKHGHYHO
RSHGFRXQWULHVDQGDVIDUDVWKHXVHRIVPRNHOHVV
WREDFFRLVFRQFHUQHGWKHUHGSRROVGHSRVLWHGDORQJ
WKHVLGHZDONVDQGWKHFRORXUIXOJUDIILWLFUHDWHGE\VSLW
RXWJXWNKDNKDLQL DQGVXFKOLNHVXEVWDQFHVRQEXLOG
LQJZDOOVDQGRWKHUSXEOLFVSDFHVDUHSURRIHQRXJKRI
RXUFLWL]HQV·GHGLFDWLRQWRFKHZLQJWREDFFR2QWKHSRV
LWLYHVLGHSHUFHQW,QGLDQVDUHUHSRUWHGWREHGHVLURXV
RIFKDQJLQJWKHLUEHKDYLRXUE\TXLWWLQJVPRNLQJ
$QHVWLPDWHGELOOLRQSHRSOHZRUOGZLGHVWLOO
XVHWREDFFRZKLFKNLOOVQHDUO\HLJKWPLOOLRQSHRSOH
DQGHOLPLQDWHVQHDUO\PLOOLRQGLVDELOLW\DGMXVWHG
OLIH\HDUVDQQXDOO\7KHFRVWRIWKLVJXLOW\SOHDVXUHWR
WKHZRUOGLVQHDUO\WULOOLRQD\HDU´7KHGUDVWLFVRFLRHFRQRPLFLPSDFWPDNHVLWH[SH
GLHQWWRUHLJQLWHWKHILJKWDJDLQVWVPRNLQJµWKHUHSRUWSRLQWVRXW,WDGGVWKDWWKRXJK
QHDUO\DOOFRXQWULHVEDQWKHPDUNHWLQJDQGGLUHFWVDOHRIWREDFFRSURGXFWVWRFKLOGUHQ
WKHUHDOLW\LVWKDWWKHVHSURKLELWLRQVDUHQRWULJRURXVO\HQIRUFHGLQORZWRPLGGOHLQFRPH
FRXQWULHV7RNLFNWKHKDELWWKHUHSRUWUHFRPPHQGVDGRSWLQJEHVWSUDFWLFHVWRFRPEDW
PLVLQIRUPDWLRQDQGWRUHGXFHKDUPIURPWREDFFR PLV XVHE\OHYHUDJLQJPXOWLQDWLRQ
DOPXOWLGLVFLSOLQDU\DQGSDUWLFLSDWRU\IRUHVLJKWVWXGLHV,WDOVRDGYRFDWHVULVNSURSRU
WLRQDWHUHJXODWLRQVWRPDNHLWHDVLHUIRUVPRNHUVWRTXLWZKLOHQXGJLQJH[SDQVLRQRIDFFHVV
WRWREDFFRKDUPUHGXFWLRQSURGXFWVLQORZWRPLGGOHLQFRPHFRXQWULHVLQFOXGLQJ,QGLD
7KH&29,'SDQGHPLFKDVEURXJKWQHZDWWHQWLRQWRSXEOLFKHDOWKLQFOXGLQJLWVUROH
LQWREDFFRFRQWURO$VSDUWRIHPHUJLQJLQQRYDWLRQVWKHHIIRUWVWRNLFNVPRNLQJQRZ
KDYHWKHPRVWSRZHUIXOWRROLQKLVWRU\DWLWVGLVSRVDO7HFKQRORJ\WKDWGHOLYHUVQLFRWLQH
ZLWKRXWWKHGDQJHUVWRKHDOWKFDXVHGE\WKHFRPEXVWLRQRIWREDFFR
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Sir — The momentous and somewhat
surprise decision announced by Prime
Minister Narendra Modi to repeal the
three farm laws assumes significance as
a victory of farmers’ rights and added significance for the truths and takeaways it
holds out. The saga of ‘democratic resistance’ by farmers spanning over a year
against the odds makes a difficult, yet glorious chapter in the country’s history.
There is no way the lives of hundreds of
farmers lost in the long battle against the
laws would have gone in vain.
The majority that a Government
enjoys in Parliament does not mean
unfettered freedom to do whatever it
wants unilaterally and arbitrarily. A
party or an alliance is voted to power to
govern according to the will of the people and not to do things at the whim of
a leader, even if it was in his name that
the mandate was secured. It is crystal clear
that the decision to scrap the contentious farm laws was influenced by
political calculations. The claim that PM
Modi has astutely taken the BJP to the
pole position in poll-bound States at a
stroke (a master stroke?) says it all.
G David Milton | Maruthancode
8E=1>9DI9CD85E<D9=1D5B51<9C1D9?>
Sir — No praise is enough for the Sikh
community for opening the gates of a
Gurgaon gurdwara for Muslims to offer
Friday prayers as the latter are often forced
to offer their prayers in the open due to
the lack of mosques in the area and thereby inviting wrath of the Hindutva muscle-flexers. And heartiest salute to the
broad heart and mind of Sherdil Singh
Sidhu — president of the Shri Guru Singh
Sabha — which has prompted him to utter
such sane words — “Gurdwaras are the
abode of the Guru (Granth Sahib) and all
are welcome here. The Hindus, Muslims,
Sikhs and Christians have all made sacrifices for our country and no one should
feel that they don’t have a place”.
Right through their humanitarian
all-embracing action, Sikhs have proved
that they do not offer mere lip service to
the Almighty or Guru Nanak Sahib.
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^^cQP[[VdadU^ab^\TP]SU^^cQP[[T]Rh
R[^_PTSXPU^a^cWTabeTcTaP]R^\\T]
cPc^aP]SPdcW^a=^eh:P_PSXP%'fXST
[haTVPaSTSPbcWTe^XRT^U8]SXP]U^^cQP[[
_PbbTSPfPhSdTc^\^c^a]Tda^]SXbTPbT
P aPaT R^]SXcX^] cWPc RPdbTb ]TaeTb X] cWT
b_X]TP]SQaPX]c^[^bTUd]RcX^]^eTacX\T
CW^dVW :P_PSXP fPb P[b^ P _a^UTbb^a ^U
4]V[XbW Pc B6C1 :WP[bP 2^[[TVT 3T[WX
D]XeTabXch fWTaT WT f^aZTS U^a #  hTPab
QTbXSTbQTX]VcWT3T_dch?a^Rc^a^UcWTd]X
eTabXch Ua^\ !"!  WT fPb \^bc

Rather, they translate the reverend Guru’s
preaching into practice and offer a hand
of cooperation and a heart full of love
towards Muslims who are also creations
of the same God. Indeed the Sikhs of
Gurgaon have found God and also perceived the eternal truth i.e. our ultimate
reality of humanity. People of all religions
should learn humanity from the gallant
example set by the Sikhs.
Kajal Chatterjee | Kolkata
9>3E<31D9>7D85B978DF1<E5C
Sir — Children, when guided wisely, distinguish themselves and later contribute
incredible things to the world. November
20, also recognised as the World’s
Children’s Day, tends to promote togetherness around the world and creates
awareness of the problems children face
in every corner of the globe. It is of
immense importance to take care of the
kind of milieu a child lives in. Parents and
guardians must understand that every
single act done by them is moulding the

aTRT]c[hX]]TfbQTRPdbTWTfPb]^cPQ[Tc^
PePX[ _T]bX^] QT]TUXcb _a^\_cX]V U^a\Ta
D]X^]B_^acb<X]XbcTa:XaT]AXYXYdc^X]cTa
eT]TP]S_a^eXSTPUX]P]RXP[PXS^UC#[PZW
0 cadT 3T[WXXcT c^ fW^\ 0\QTSZPa
BcPSXd\fPbbTR^]SW^\T:P_PSXP\PST
P] d]_PaP[[T[TS R^]caXQdcX^] c^ U^^cQP[[ X]
3T[WX7TaT_aTbT]cTScWT3T[WXBcPcTCTP\
X] cWT 9d]X^a =PcX^]P[ 2WP\_X^]bWX_ P]S
_[PhTSX]cWT3T[WX[TPVdTU^a\P]hhTPab
?^_d[Pa[hZ]^f]PbcWT°e^XRT^U8]SXP]U^^c
QP[[±:P_PSXPP[b^PdcW^aTScWTQ^^ZcXc[TS
²1PaTU^^cc^1^^cb)CWT<P]h;XeTb^U8]SXP]
5^^cQP[[³fWXRWcaPRTbcWTWXbc^ah^UcWTb_^ac
X]8]SXP^eTacWThTPab:P_PSXPfW^QTVP]
R^\\T]cPahX] ('R^eTaTS]X]TU^^cQP[[
F^a[S2d_bP[^]VfXcWcWT>[h\_XRb0bXP]
6P\Tb 2^\\^]fTP[cW 6P\Tb P]S ^cWTa
\d[cXb_^acTeT]cb7TaT\PX]TSPQPRWT[^a
X][XUTQdcXcf^d[SQTaXVWcc^bPhcWPcWT\Pa
aXTSU^^cQP[[P]SR^\\P]STSbdRWPdcW^a
XchP]SaTb_TRcX]XcATbcX]_TPRTbXa
1XShdc:d\Pa2WPccTaYTT| 5PaXSPQPS

subconscious mind of their child
unknowingly. In this sphere of dichotomous thinking of good and bad, rich and
poor, fearless and cowardly, intelligent
and non-rational, let us make the children
know that there exists a ‘zone of acceptance’ that welcomes mistakes and offers
for their rectifications, too.
Let us teach them that perfection is
a wonderful goal but not a practical standard to rely upon. This day is observed
to remind us about children’s right to
enjoy their childhood without any
boundaries and to become educated and
well-developed adults in the future.
World Children’s Day offers each one of
us an inspirational entry point to advocate, promote and to celebrate children's rights, translating into dialogues
and actions that will build a better world
for children.
Anushka Jaiswal | Ujjain
BT]Shh^daUUTTSQPRZcc^)
[TccTabc^_X^]TTa/V\PX[R^\

media messaging as another
study by Pirkis, Blood, Francis
& McCallum in 2006 says that
portrayal of mental illness
actually negatively influences
public perception while sustaining stigma. Furthermore,
unless changes in mental health
policies parallel the changes in
media portrayals, real progress
becomes difficult to achieve.
India has a very high suicide
rate (especially in the 15-29 age
group) which was 15.7 per lakh
in 2015 while the global average was 10.6.
According to a 2018 story
quoting reports, India needs
about 13,000 psychiatrists and
actually has 3,500. We need
20,000 clinical psychologists as
against the 1,000 we have;
need 35,000 psychiatric social
workers against the current 900
and 30,000 psychiatric nurses
against the 1,500 we possess.
One only needs to check
responses and reactions in
one’s family and friends when
keywords like ‘mental illness’
and ‘psychiatrist’ are used.
Meanwhile, I worry for various
children and young adults in
lockdown and other situations
with misrepresented messaging
by Bollywood and the overdependence of policy makers on
mass media as messaging tools.
(The writer is an author
and a Visiting Professor, Delhi
University and IIMC. The views
expressed are personal.)
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%HODUXVLVRQHRI5XVVLD·VIHZDOOLHVDQG3XWLQ
XVXDOO\SXWVXSZLWK/XNDFKHQNR·VDQWLFV

,
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W·VQRWDWHPSHVWLQDWHDSRWLW·VVPDOOHUWKDQWKDW$IHZWKRXVDQG
$UDEVDQG.XUGVPRVWO\\RXQJPHQEXWLQFOXGLQJZRPHQDQGFKLO
GUHQDUHWUDSSHGEHWZHHQ3RODQGZKLFKZLOOQRWOHWWKHPLQDQG
%HODUXVLDQERUGHUJXDUGVDQGPLOLWLDZKRZLOOQRWOHWWKHPEDFNLQWR
%HODUXV%XWWKHODQJXDJHLVJHWWLQJPHQDFLQJ$OH[DQGHU/XNDVKHQNR
WKHGLFWDWRUZKRKDVUXOHG%HODUXVIRUWKHSDVWTXDUWHUFHQWXU\LVOHDG
LQJWKHUKHWRULFDOSDUDGH$QJU\DQGIHDUIXOKHFRQFRFWHGDEL]DUUH
VFKHPHLQ$XJXVWWRSXWSUHVVXUHRQWKH(8E\OXULQJZRXOGEHPLJUDQWV
LQWKH0LGGOH(DVWWRFRPHWR%HODUXVDQGWU\WKHLUOXFNIURPWKHUH
7UDYHODJHQWVLQ,UDT6\ULDDQG<HPHQDOOFRXQWULHVIXOORIGHVSHUDWH
SHRSOHZHUHWROGWKH\FRXOGLVVXHIUHHYLVDVWRDQ\ERG\ZKRZDQW
HGWRFRPH1RQHRIWKRVHSURVSHFWLYHPLJUDQWVDFWXDOO\ZDQWHGWR
OLYHLQ%HODUXVRIFRXUVHEXWWKHZRUGZDVVSUHDGWKDWLWZDVHDV\
WRFURVVWKHERUGHUIURPWKHUHLQWR3RODQGZKLFKLVDQ(8PHPEHU
1RQHRIWKHPLJUDQWVZDQWHGWROLYHLQ3RODQGHLWKHUEXWIURPWKHUH
WKH VWRU\ ZDV LW ZRXOG EH HDV\ WR JHW WR *HUPDQ\ RU WKH 8QLWHG
.LQJGRP%HODUXVZRXOGHYHQKHOSWKHPWRFURVV$V/XNDVKHQNR
GRXEWOHVVIRUHVDZWKH3ROHVRYHUUHDFWHG3RODQG·VFXUUHQWSRSXOLVW

JRYHUQPHQWPDNHVLWVOLYLQJE\SURPLVLQJWRGHIHQGWKHKRPHODQG
IURPKRUGHVRILPDJLQDU\PLJUDQWVZKRGUHDPRIOLYLQJLQ6]F]HFLQ
DQGUDYLVKLQJ3ROLVKPDLGHQVVRILQGLQJVRPHUHDO$UDEVDQG.XUGV
RQWKHERUGHUZDVDSROLWLFDOJRGVHQG7KHDFWXDOQXPEHURIPLJUDQWV
WUDSSHGEHWZHHQWKH3ROLVKERUGHUIHQFHDQGWKH%HODUXVLDQIRUFHV
ZKRZRQ·WOHWWKHPJREDFNWR0LQVNLVPRGHVWVRPHZKHUHEHWZHHQ
DQG%XWWKHUHDUHQRZ3ROLVKERUGHUJXDUGVIDF
LQJWKHPLQDQRJRPLOLWDULVHG]RQHWKDWHYHQWKH3ROLVKPHGLDDUH
H[FOXGHGIURP6RWKHUHWKHSRRUGHOXGHGPLJUDQWVVLWIUHH]LQJDQG
KDOIVWDUYHGZKLOHERWKJRYHUQPHQWVSURILWSROLWLFDOO\IURPWKHLUPLV
HU\$QGZKHQWKH(8DQQRXQFHGODVWPRQWKWKDWLWLVLPSRVLQJDIXU
WKHUURXQGRIVDQFWLRQVRQWKH/XNDVKHQNRUHJLPHIRUWKHPLJUDQWFDSHU
KHVSXQRXWHYHQIXUWKHU
´:HDUHKHDWLQJ(XURSHDQGWKH\DUHWKUHDWHQLQJXVµ/XNDVKHQNR
UDJHG UHIHUULQJWRD5XVVLDQJDVSLSHOLQHWKDWFURVVHV%HODUXVDQG
VXSSOLHV3RODQGDQG*HUPDQ\ ´:KDWLIZHKDOWQDWXUDOJDVVXSSOLHV"
7KHUHIRUH,ZRXOGUHFRPPHQGWKHOHDGHUVKLSRI3RODQG/LWKXDQLDDQG
RWKHU HPSW\KHDGHG SHRSOH WR WKLQN EHIRUH VSHDNLQJµ %XW LW·V QRW
%HODUXV·VJDVDQGDWWKLVSRLQW5XVVLD·V3UHVLGHQW9ODGLPLU3XWLQILQDO
O\VSRNHXSRQWKHLVVXH%HODUXVLVRQHRI5XVVLD·VIHZDOOLHVDQG
3XWLQXVXDOO\SXWVXSZLWK/XNDFKHQNR·VDQWLFVEXWQRZKHZDVWKUHDW
HQLQJ0RVFRZ·VEXVLQHVVLQWHUHVWV´2IFRXUVHLQWKHRU\/XNDVKHQNR
DVSUHVLGHQWRIDWUDQVLWFRXQWU\FRXOGRUGHURXUVXSSOLHVWREHFXW
WR(XURSH%XWWKLVZRXOGPHDQDEUHDFKRIRXUJDVWUDQVLWFRQWUDFW
DQG,KRSHWKLVZLOOQRWKDSSHQµ3XWLQVDLG´7KHUH·VQRWKLQJJRRG
LQWKLVDQG,ZLOORIFRXUVHWDONWRKLPDERXWWKLVVXEMHFW3HUKDSV
KHVDLGWKDWLQDILWRIWHPSHUµ$QGWKDWZDVWKDW3XWLQLVZDLWLQJ
IRU*HUPDQ\·VHQHUJ\UHJXODWRUWRDSSURYHWKHQHZ1RUG6WUHDP
SLSHOLQHXQGHUWKH%DOWLFFXUUHQWO\VXVSHQGHGZKLFKZRXOGGRXEOH
5XVVLD·VJDVVDOHVWR(XURSH$PLOLWDU\FULVLVLQ(DVWHUQ(XURSHZRXOG
GHILQLWHO\TXHHUWKDWGHDOVR/XNDVKHQNRZLOOKDYHWRFOLPEGRZQDQG
VKXWXS3XWLQZRQ·WDEDQGRQ/XNDVKHQNRXWWHUO\EHFDXVHKH·VWHU
ULILHGWKDWDVXFFHVVIXOQRQYLROHQWGHPRFUDWLFUHYROXWLRQLQDQHLJK
ERXULQJFRXQWU\PLJKWLQIHFW5XVVLDWRREXWKHKDV\DQNHGRQWKH
%HODUXVLDQVWURQJPDQ·VFKDLQYHU\KDUG1RWVRPXFKDWHPSHVWLQ
DWHDSRWWKHQ0RUHOLNHDYHU\VPDOOVWRUPLQDVDPRYDU
*Z\QQH'\HU·VQHZERRNLV¶7KH6KRUWHVW+LVWRU\RI:DU·
7KHYLHZVH[SUHVVHGDUHSHUVRQDO

6DQLWDWLRQSURVSHULW\
DUHVLGHVRIVDPHFRLQ
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)DHFDO6OXGJH0DQDJHPHQWLVFULWLFDOIRUGHOLYHULQJVDIHVDQLWDWLRQLQUXUDO
DUHDVGXHWRWKHFRQVLGHUDEOHQXPEHURIWRLOHWVOLQNHGWRRQVLWHVDQLWDWLRQ
ecently a photo went viral on
social media and made hears
turn — the photo of 72-year-old
Padma Shri awardee Tulsi
Gowda clad in her tribal attire sans
footwear. That photo singularly underlined the Government's commitment to
reward the champions who have been
contributing at the very roots of the society, away from the spot light, silently
working with sage-like focus. A similar
photo had gone viral in 2016, the photo
of Prime Minister Narendra Modi bowing to 105-year-old Kunwar Bai who had
sold 10 goats, most of her assets, to construct toilets in her village. These visuals are as poignant and worth celebrating as our achievements in numbers and
data.
When India achieved open defecation-free status by constructing 108 million toilets, it was as much Kunwar Bai's
victory as it was the Prime Minister's.
Champions are not always the by-product of Government's policies. Sometimes
policies take inspiration from champions. As the Prime Minister often quips,
when each Indian takes just one step,
India takes 135 crore steps forward.
Mass movements like Swachh Bharat
Abhiyan, Jal Shakti Abhiyan, Jal Jeevan
mission and most recently the vaccination campaign are living testimonies of
this adage.
Poignancy and inspiration aside,
heralding a movement and giving it
momentum is only a single domino in
the policy value chain. To sustain the
momentum and to discourage any roll
back to past habits is a much bigger challenge, one that requires immense technical expertise and infrastructural needs.
For this purpose,examining all the stationary and moving parts in the sanitation value chain, i.e., containment,
emptying, transport, treatment and
reuse or disposal of faecal waste is of
prime importance.
In light of these facts, the
Government of India approved the
Swachh Bharat Mission (Grameen)
phase 2 with a total out lay of C1,40,881
Crore with focus on sustainability of
ODF status and solid and liquid waste
management.
The centre piece of this large problem and one of the biggest riddles to
solve is Faecal Sludge Management
(FSM), a critical yet challenging part of
"Open Defecation Free" plus India.
Along with construction of community toilets, effective management of
solid and liquid waste and visual cleanliness of villages, ODF Plus counts as
major focus area of Swachh Bharat
Mission Grameen Phase II. FSM is critical for delivering safe sanitation in rural
areas due to the considerable number of
toilets linked to on-site sanitation, such
as septic tanks and single pits.
The magnitude of the challenge
ahead compels us to identify best prac-
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(The writer is the
Union Minister for Jal
Shakti, Government
of India. The views
expressed are personal.)

tices and case studies. An example worth mentioning is of
Kalibillod village in Indore district, Madhya Pradesh. The
Kalilbllod Faecal Sludge
Treatment plant operated and
maintained by the Gram
Panchayat caters to 45,870 people in a cluster of three Gram
Panchayats and has a capacity of
3 Kilo Litres of faecal sludge.
Service providers collect 3000
litres of sludge every day which
then goes through a sequence of
treatments, the end result being
the treated effluents that end up
beautifying the landscape.
Kalilbillod is one example on
a board studded with other champions, each customised to fit
local conditions and challenges.
Rural India throws a gargantuan
obstacle in front of any initiative
in this sector. The obstacle being
the non-existence of sewerage
systems in rural India, thus
putting maximum onus on the
safe management of faecal waste.
Barring twin leach pits other
containment systems like single
pits and septic tanks require
emptying removal of faecal
sludge.
The reason why Swachh
Bharat Abhiyan saved C50,000
per household per year in terms

of health and mandays was only
because of the brilliance of introducing twin pits without which
SBM would have been the harbinger of a much bigger and much
more unsolvable problem. A
twinpit is a perfect example of
this Government's foresight, as it
provides on-site treatment at
ultra-low cost otherwise 108 million toilets built without twin pits
would have destroyed whole ecosystems, poisoned our ground
water and in general made life a
stinking hell for everybody.
The scale of the challenge
mostly bears its origins to preSwachh Bharat days where toilets
were constructed without much
thought about their sustenance.
What SBM is doing presently
with Faecal Sludge Management
is undoing mistakes of the past,
preventing seepage of faecal
pathogens into ground water and
water bodies because of poorly
built sanitation systems. The faecal management space is crowded by small scale, unskilled, informal often non mechanised service providers and to build sense
into this chaos, to bring discipline
into the system is a tough challenge that we will be facing along
the path. Institutionalising best
practices is one of the ways for-

ward which we have discussed
earnestly in this article. The magnificent twin pit system makes
itself known once again as we are
also rapidly converting single
pits into twin pits. For septic
tanks, leach pits are being built
for septic tanks to dispose partially treated waste water.
The theme for World Toilet
Day 2021 is 'Valuing Toilets.' If
there is any country on the planet that has truly valued the toilet,
it Is this country under this
Government. Where others saw
waste, we saw a means to uphold
self-esteem of women, where
many saw toilets as a topic
beneath the status of a Prime
Minister to discuss, he spoke
about it from the ramparts of the
Red Fort. He made it his life's
mission and millions like Kunwar
Bai joined in this march. Now the
baton has been passed for the
SBM Phase-2, and I am confident
that by 2030, Goal 6 of
Sustainable Development Goals,
i.e., water and sanitation for all,
will be achieved. It will be a proud
achievement standing on that
pedestal, and as a nation, we are
prepared to retain our position as
champions of sanitation, prepared to make ourselves proud
once again.
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inally, the three farm
bills are to be withdrawn
as UP, Punjab and three
other States go to polls. Prime
Minister Narendra Modi's
announcement will lead to a
sea change in the polity
already impacted by the yearlong struggle by the farmers.
Yes, it would now be a
direct battle for votes with the
farm issues and the Prime
Minister taking the centre
stage.
It is not an issue of who
wins and who loses but calls
for a process where there is no
need for adopting an adamant
attitude that has caused over
600 deaths, innumerable conflicts and vitiated the political
atmosphere.
The Prime Minister
lamented that despite his concern for the farmers "we
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(The writer is a senior
journalist. The views
expressed are personal.)

couldn't convince a section of
farmers despite best efforts"
and that the goal of the laws
was to "empower farmers,
especially small farmers".
There is a general relief and
Modi can do more by also taking this opportunity to scrap
the whimsical NGT order of
scrapping 10-year-old cars,
tractors and other vehicles.
As the bills are withdrawn,
the Opposition may get
emboldened. The government
would come out with the
plank of a responsive government and ‘sabka sath sabka
vikas’. The slogans and counter
slogans may warm up the
poll pitch with curious voters
observing how things pan
out. It would be yet another
move to re-establish the brand
Narendra Modi by the BJPNDA. The opposition may try

to undo the ruling party's
efforts. Ultimately it would
turn the elections into an
interesting phenomenon.
Possibly it would also
make any government not to
act in haste as it happened
with the June 5, 2020 farm
ordinances, at the height of
lockdown, leading to fears of
corporate stranglehold.
Whether the Bharatiya
Kisan Union makes an impact
in the coming polls with its
possible allies SP and RLD or

just wither away also needs to
be seen. Since 2018 and during the past one year, BKU has
been in the news in the northern states and particularly
UP, where the parties have
high stakes.
The bills had generated
enough corporate and foreign
investor interest. It increased
the hope of more investment
in warehousing though the
farmers have the reservation
of losing to corporate and
finally loss of livelihood.
Several rounds of talks and its
failure had led to a kind of
desperation as they feared
that returns would continue to
fall.
Farmers refused to accept
government's offer of written
guarantee on minimum support price (MSP) and offer of
levying cess on the new pri-

vate mandis outside the
APMC mandis.
Over the years, between
2013-14 and 2017-18, as farmers' return on their produce
started reducing, the foreign
portfolio investment (FPI)
was booming and funding
for giant grain silos increased.
Indian farmers have reasons to be unhappy. Their
yields are low. World average
for rice per kg per hectare in
2018 was 4679, maize 5924, all
pulses 964, arhar 852, soybean
2791, groundnut 1611, wheat
3425, barley 2951 and gram
965. The Indian average was
rice 2638, maize 3070, all
pulses 757, arhar 757, soybean
1192, groundnut 1422, wheat
3371, barley 2693 and gram
956. The prices they get are
less and as the cost is high,
approaching international

markets is not easy.
In this backdrop if it is
linked to foreign portfolio
investment (FPI), the trend is
surprising. In June 2020, the
FPI was C11,736 crore. It doubled to C22,866 crore in July.
The farm laws were introduced as ordinances on June
5, 2020. In August as the
farm bills were introduced
for passing by Parliament, the
investments jumped to Rs
1,30,576 crore. About half the
investments surprisingly came
from two tiny countries,
Mauritius and Singapore.
The State of Indian
Agriculture 2015-16 (SIA15)
says in its preface: "In recent
years the agriculture and allied
sector has been facing numerous challenges. The sector
remains constrained by low
productivity, excessive depen-

dence on monsoon and
weather conditions, continuing fragmentation of land and
preponderance of fragmented
markets. A combination of
these factors has led to
episodes of agrarian distress
which have been widely
reported".
Various other issues like
toll roads, building of silos and
the falling farm GDP to 14
percent may become poll
issues. The election plank
interestingly may become
farm issues though the BJP
may like to keep it focused on
Ram Mandir.
As it appears now farm
growth and structural changes
in economy would be at the
centre stage but many new
political issues may be added
to the vexed problem impacting the 2022 election results.
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hina might one day be
able to launch a surprise
C
nuclear attack on the United

akistan has temporarily
relaxed its mutually agreed
P
limit with India of 10 days
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States, the second highestranking American military
officer has warned as he shed
new details of Beijing's hypersonic weapons test in July,
which sent a missile around the
world at more than five times
the speed of sound.
"They launched a longrange missile," General John
Hyten, the vice chairman of the
Joint Chiefs of Staff told CBS
News while commenting on
China's hypersonic weapons
test on July 27.
"It went around the world,
dropped off a hypersonic glide
vehicle that glided all the way
back to China, that impacted a
target in China," he said on
Tuesday. When asked if the
missile hit the target, Hyten
said, "Close enough."
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he homemade explosive
used by a 32-year-old suspect in a terror attack outside
Liverpool Women's Hospital
was made up of ball bearings
and its shrapnel had the potential to cause significant death or
injury, UK Police investigating
the incident said on Friday.
The terror attack by asylum
seeker Emad Al Swealmee,
who was originally from Iraq,
on Sunday ended in his own
death as the taxi he used
exploded with the homemade
bomb.
The UK Counter-Terror
Police, which has been investigating the circumstances
behind the explosion, said it
remains unclear why the device
exploded the way it did. The
attack led to the UK raising its
terror threat level from substantial to severe.
"It was made using homemade explosives and had ball
bearings attached to it which
would have acted as shrapnel.
Had it detonated in different
circumstances we believe it
would have caused significant
injury or death," said Assistant
Chief Constable Russ Jackson,
Head of Counter Terrorism
Police North West.
"We still do not know how
or why the device exploded
when it did, but we are not discounting it being completely
unintentional, and it is a possibility that the movement of
the vehicle or its stopping
caused the ignition," he said.
Earlier, the police had
revealed that Al Swealmeen had
been purchasing items for his
homemade explosive for months.
"We are spending considerable time seeking to understand the way the purchases for
the ingredients to make the
device were made. This is complicated because purchases
have spanned many months
and Al Swealmeen has used
many aliases," said Jackson.

T

China has denied that it
carried out a hypersonic missile test, saying it was testing a
reusable spacecraft.
Though the Chinese
weapon missed its target by
several kilometers, according to
the Financial Times, the test
marked the first time any country had sent a hypersonic
weapon fully around the Earth.
Hypersonic weapons travel at more than five times the
speed of sound, making it difficult for radars to detect.
Combined with hundreds
of new missile silos China is
building, Hyten believes China
could one day have the capability to launch a surprise
nuclear attack on the US.
"They look like a first-use
weapon," Hyten told CBS
News. "That's what those
weapons look like to me."
Hyten said that in the last
five years, China has carried
out hundreds of hypersonic

resident Joe Biden will
briefly transfer power to
P
Vice President Kamala Harris
on Friday when he undergoes
a "routine colonoscopy" at
Walter Reed National Military
Medical Center, the White
House said.
Biden drove early Friday to
the medical center in the
Washington suburbs for his
first routine physical exam as
president. Press secretary Jen
Psaki said Biden would be
under anesthesia during the
procedure and would transfer
power to Harris.
"As was the case when
President George W. Bush had
the same procedure in 2002
and 2007, and following the
process set out in the
Constitution, President Biden
will transfer power to the Vice
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advance intimation before the
arrival of Sikh pilgrims to the
revered Gurdwara Kartarpur
Sahib in Pakistan for the 552nd
birth anniversary celebrations
of Sikhism founder Guru
Nanak Dev, according to a
media report on Friday.
Geo News reported quoting sources that the decision
has been taken by Pakistan as
a sign of respect for the religious sentiments of the Sikh
pilgrims due to India's recent
decision to reopen the
Kartarpur Corridor ahead of
the celebrations at Gurdwara
Darbar Sahib.
Pakistan has given a relaxation till November 30 and
expects the Indian government will follow the agreed
process for visitors from

December 1 onwards, the news
channel reported on its website.
India and Pakistan are both
required to process lists of
Sikh pilgrims 10 days before
their visit to Kartarpur to allow
for necessary procedural clearances. The over four km-long
Kartarpur Corridor, which
links Gurdwara Darbar Sahib
in Pakistan, the final resting
place of Sikhism founder Guru
Nanak Dev, to Dera Baba
Nanak shrine in Gurdaspur
district, reopened on
Wednesday.
The pilgrimage to the
Kartarpur Sahib gurdwara was
suspended in March last year
due to the COVID-19 pandemic.
Sikh pilgrims have been
crossing the border into
Pakistan from India and the
rest of the world since
Wednesday to celebrate the
552nd birth anniversary of
their religion's founder.

xternal Affairs Minister S
Jaishankar on Friday dismissed as "ridiculous" the
notion that the United States
has been strategically contracting and yielding space to
others amidst a global rebalancing of power.
Addressing a panel discussion here on "Greater Power
Competition: The Emerging
World Order" at the Bloomberg
New Economic Forum,
Jaishnakar also said that the US
is today, a much more flexible
partner, much more open to
ideas, suggestions, and working
arrangements than in the past.
"Don't confuse it with the
decline of the United States. I
think that's ridiculous," he said
in response to a question from
the moderator at the session,
also attended by former US
Secretary of State Hillary
Clinton and former British
Prime Minister Tony Blair.
"It's clear China has been
expanding. But the nature of
China, the manner of its grow-
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.S. regulators on Friday
moved to open up
COVID-19 booster shots to all
adults, expanding the government's campaign to shore up
protection and get ahead of rising coronavirus cases that may
worsen with the holidays.
Pfizer and Moderna
announced the Food and Drug
Administration's decision after
at least 10 states already had
started offering boosters to all
adults. The latest action stands
to simplify what until now has
been a confusing list of who's
eligible by allowing anyone 18
or older to choose either company's booster six months after
their last dose — regardless of
which vaccine they had first.
But there's one more step:
The Centers for Disease
Control and Prevention must
agree to expand Pfizer and
Moderna boosters to even
healthy young adults. Its scientific advisers were set to
debate later Friday.
If the CDC agrees, tens of

U

millions more Americans could
have three doses of protection
ahead of the new year. Anyone
who got the one-dose Johnson
& Johnson vaccine can already
get a booster.
All three COVID-19 vaccines used in the U.S. offer
strong protection against severe
illness including hospitalization
and death without boosters, but
protection against infection can
wane with time. Previously, the
government had cleared boosters of Pfizer and BioNTech's vaccine, as well as the similar
Moderna vaccine, only for vulnerable groups including older
Americans and people with
chronic health problems.
But Pfizer last week asked
the FDA to expand that decision to everyone, citing new
data from a study of 10,000
people. Ultimately, the FDA
decided there was enough evidence, from studies and realworld use of boosters, to back
the expansion for both Pfizer
and Moderna.
"Streamlining the eligibility criteria and making boost-

er doses available to all individuals 18 years of age and
older will also help to eliminate
confusion about who may
receive a booster dose and
ensure booster doses are available to all who may need one,"
FDA vaccine chief Dr. Peter
Marks said.
The move to expand comes
as new COVID-19 cases have
climbed steadily over the last
two weeks, especially in states
where colder weather is driving
people indoors.
Sparked by those worrying
trends, some states didn't wait
for federal officials to act. Utah
and Massachusetts were the latest states to announce in the
past week that they're opening
boosters to all adults.
Boosters for everyone was
the Biden administration's
original goal. But in September,
a panel of FDA advisers voted
overwhelmingly against that
idea based on the vaccines' continued effectiveness in most age
groups. Instead they endorsed
an extra Pfizer dose only for the
most vulnerable.
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ustria announced a new
national lockdown and a
plan to mandate vaccinations as
coronavirus infections hit a
record high Friday, forcing the
government to walk back
promises that such blanket shutdowns were a thing of the past.
Imposing a mandate would
give Austria one of the world's
most stringent vaccine requirements. Chancellor Alexander
Schallenberg said those who
didn't comply would likely be
fined but gave no other details.
The moves come as vaccinations in Austria have plateaued
at one of the lowest rates in
Western Europe and as hospitals
in heavily hit states have warned
that their intensive care units are
reaching capacity.
But earlier this month,
Schallenberg indicated a full
lockdown would not be needed and instead imposed the
restrictions only on those not
vaccinated.
The lockdown will start
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group of 39 Palestinian
refugees has sought asylum
in Spain after refusing to get
back on a plane during a
Barcelona stopover on their
flight from Cairo, Spanish
authorities said Friday.
Police are investigating the
charter flight that flew the
group into Spain's secondlargest city on Monday, a
spokesman with Spain's
Interior Ministry told The
Associated Press.
The flight's final destination was the Ecuadorean capital, Quito, with scheduled
stops in Barcelona and Bogotá,
in Colombia.
When the plane landed at
El Prat airport on Monday, the
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tests, while the US has conducted just nine. China has
already deployed one mediumrange hypersonic weapon,
while the US is still a few years
from fielding its first one,
according to Hyten.
China, which confirmed
the test on October 18, tried to
downplayed it, saying it was
"routine test" and emphasised
that "it's not missile, but a
spacecraft."
"As we understand, this
was a routine test of spacecraft
to verify technology of spacecraft's reusability. It is of great
significance to reducing the
cost of using spacecraft and providing a convenient and cheap
way for mankind's two-way
transportation in the peaceful
use of space. Several companies
around the world have conducted similar tests," Chinese
Foreign Ministry spokesperson Zhao Lijian said in response
to questions last month.
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President for the brief period of
time when he is under anesthesia," she said. "The Vice
President will work from her
office in the West Wing during
this time."
Biden, 78, had his last full
exam in December 2019, when
doctors found the former vice
president to be "healthy, vigorous" and "fit to successfully execute the duties of the
Presidency," according to a
doctor's report at the time.
Biden, who turns 79 on
Saturday, is the oldest person to
serve as president, and interest
in his health has been high
since he declared his candidacy for the White House in 2019.
Dr. Kevin O'Connor, who
has been Biden's primary care
physician since 2009, wrote in
a three-page note that the
then-presidential candidate was
in overall good shape.

group left the aircraft and later
refused to get back on, a
spokeswoman with the Spanish
government's delegation in
Catalonia said.
They remained at police
facilities in the airport for five
days and were provided with
food and assistance, the spokeswoman said.
She said that by midday
Friday, 29 of them had been
allowed to formally enter Spain
and were being cared for by
social services. The asylum
requests of the 10 remaining at
the airport terminal were still
being processed, the official
said. She spoke on condition of
anonymity, because press officials in Spain are not normally authorized to be identified by
name in media reports.

Beijing: China on Friday
threatened to retaliate against
Lithuania after the Baltic nation
allowed Taiwan to open a representative office in its capital,
Vilnius. Foreign Ministry
spokesperson Zhao Lijian said
Lithuania would "reap what it
sows," but gave no details.
Zhao described Lithuania's
move as an "egregious act"
that "grossly interferes" in
China's internal affairs.
The office, which opened
Thursday, bears the name
Taiwan rather than "Chinese
Taipei," which is used by the
International
Olympic
Committee and many foreign
nations to avoid offending
China, which claims the selfgoverning island democracy as

its own territory.
Taiwan has just 15 formal
diplomatic allies, but maintains
informal ties with all major
nations through trade offices
that act as de facto embassies,
including in the United States
and Japan.
It wasn't clear what actions
China plans to take in response
to the opening of the office.
Beijing has already recalled its
ambassador from Vilnius and
expelled the Lithuanian ambassador. Lithuania plans to open
a representative office in Taipei
by the end of the year and has
withdrawn from the "17 plus
one" arrangement launched by
China
to
bind
it
closer to countries in Eastern
Europe.
AP

Monday and initially will last
for 10 days, when it will be
reevaluated, Schallenberg said.
Starting Feb. 1, the country will
also make vaccinations mandatory — though the chancellor
gave few details about what that
meant or how it would work.
"Increasing the vaccination
rate — and I think we're all in
agreement on this — is our only
way to break out of this vicious
cycle of viral waves and lockdown discussions for good,"
Schallenberg said. "We don't
want a fifth wave, we don't want
a sixth and seventh wave."
Austria is among several
western European countries
where infections are rising
rapidly and where there are
concerns that vaccination rates,
while relatively high, are insufficient to hold off a winter surge
at hospitals. Average of daily
cases have doubled in the past
two weeks in Austria, while
average daily deaths have nearly tripled — though fatalities
remain well below the highs of
last winter.

ing influence is very different.
And we don't have a situation
where China necessarily
replaces the United States. Well,
it's natural to think of China,
US (and) China as the overarching happening. The fact is,
there are also a lot of other
countries including India,
which have come much more
into play. There's been a rebalancing in the world,” he said.
He said the United States is
today, a much more flexible
partner, much more open to
ideas, suggestions, and working
arrangements than in the past.
"I think this reflects a very different kind of world. We are
moving into a world in a sense,
you could say, the real transitions
after 1992 are now occurring."
"The world is changing. It's
suddenly not unipolar. It's not
really bipolar, and many more
players (are there). So a lot of
what we are doing in terms of
repositioning working with
countries," he said.
Noting that the COVID
has called into question the old
model of globalisation, he said,

"we are actually at multiple levels in a very, very complex transition."
"The transition some of it
is with the rise and fall and the
rebalancing of powers. Some of
it is many more players. Some
of it is that our concept of what
is national security has
changed. We think much more
of economic security, much
more of health security, much
more of digital security,” he
said.
"Today, issues of trust and
transparency are much more
relevant in a data driven world.
So it does matter to me what
the character of my partner is,
who they are partners with. So
these are all new factors, which
I would suggest is really taking
the world in a very, very different direction," he said.
Obviously, India would like
to see how its interests are best
served and those interests
today are definitely served with
a much closer relationship with
the United States, with a much
stronger relationship with
Europe, and the UK, he said.
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Berlin: Germany has entered a
"nationwide state of emergency" because of surging coronavirus infections, the head of
the country's disease control
agency said Friday.
Lothar Wieler, the head of
the Robert Koch Institute, said
regular medical care cannot be
guaranteed anymore in some
parts of the country because hospitals and intensive care wards
are overstretched. The German
air force confirmed a report by
daily Bild that it was preparing
to help transfer patients to clinics with free beds.
"All of Germany is one big
outbreak," Wieler told reporters
in Berlin. "This is a nationwide
state of emergency. We need to
pull the emergency brake."
He called for urgent additional measures to tackle the
rise in COVID-19 cases, which
topped 50,000 for the third day
running. The Robert Koch
Institute also reported 201 further deaths, taking the toll to
98,739 since the start of the
outbreak.
AP

akistan's Law Minister
Farogh Nasim on Friday
rejected the Opposition's criticism that a new law providing
right of review to Indian deathrow prisoner Kulbhushan
Jadhav against his conviction
was "person-specific", asserting
that the issue was a matter of
"national security" and the
country's “red-line”.
Jadhav, a 51-year-old
retired Indian Navy officer,
was sentenced to death by a
Pakistani military court on
charges of espionage and terrorism in April 2017. India
approached the International
Court of Justice (ICJ) against
Pakistan for denial of consular access to Jadhav and
challenging the death sentence.
After hearing both sides,
the Hague-based ICJ issued a
verdict in July, 2019, asking

P

Pakistan to give India consular
access to Jadhav and also
ensure review of his conviction.
Nasim was addressing a
press conference in Islamabad
after the government faced a
barrage of criticism from the
opposition parties for enacting
the law to facilitate Jadhav to
file a review appeal against his
death sentence by a military
court on the charges of sabotage and espionage.
“The International Court
of Justice (Review and Reconsideration) Bill is not person-specific and will be applicable to anyone coming under
the ambit of the law," the minister said. India on Thursday
said the law "simply codifies"
the "shortcomings" of a previous ordinance and that
Pakistan has "failed" to create
an atmosphere to ensure a fair
trial in the case.
Spokesperson in the

Ministry of External Affairs
(MEA) Arindam Bagchi said in
New Delhi that Pakistan continues to deny unimpeded and
unhindered consular access to
Jadhav as mandated by the ICJ.
"We have seen reports of
Pakistan enacting into law the
earlier ordinance that was
ostensibly enacted to bring
into effect the judgement of the
ICJ in the Kulbhushan Jadhav
case," he said.
"Nothing could have been
further from the truth. As stated earlier, the ordinance did not
create the machinery for an
effective review and reconsideration of Shri Jadhav's case as
mandated by the judgement of
the ICJ," he said.
The law was among 33 others passed during the joint sitting of Parliament on
Wednesday despite objections
and protests by the opposition
parties.

ussian authorities on Friday
reported a record number
R
of coronavirus deaths for the
third day in a row.
Russia's state coronavirus
task force reported 1,254 virus
deaths, up 1,251 on Thursday
and 1,247 on Wednesday.
The task force also reported 37,156 new confirmed cases.
The daily new infections in
recent weeks appear to have
taken a downward trend but
still remain higher than
during previous surges of the
virus.
The latest surge in infections and deaths comes amid
low vaccination rates and lax
public attitudes toward taking
precautions. Fewer than 40% of
Russia's nearly 146 million
people have been fully vaccinated, even though the country approved a domestically
developed COVID-19 vaccine
months before most of the
world.
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he British government said
Friday that it intends to ban
T
the Palestinian militant group
Hamas as a terrorist organisation, saying it will no longer differentiate between the group's
political and military wings.
The military arm of Hamas
has been outlawed in the UK
since 2001 but the organisation
as a whole is not proscribed.
Home Secretary Priti Patel,
who is in charge of law and
order issues, said on Twitter
that she had "acted to proscribe
Hamas in its entirety."
She said the group "has significant terrorist capability, includ-

ing access to extensive and sophisticated weaponry, as well as terrorist training facilities." Foreign
Secretary Liz Truss tweeted that
the move "will help tackle the
scourge of antisemitism."
A ban, which must be
approved by Parliament, would
make it illegal in Britain to be
a member of Hamas or to
express support for the group,
with a maximum penalty of 14
years in prison. The government said it hoped the banning
order would be approved by
Parliament within the week and
take effect Nov. 26.
Hamas, a Palestinian group
that opposes Israel's existence,
has governed the Gaza Strip
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ore than 28,000 Afghans
have applied for tempoM
rary admission into the U.S. for
humanitarian reasons since
shortly before the Taliban
recaptured Afghanistan and
sparked a chaotic U.S. withdrawal, but only about 100 of
them have been approved,
according
to
federal
officials.
U.S. Citizenship and
Immigration Services has
struggled to keep up with the
surge in applicants to a littleused program known as
humanitarian parole but
promises it's ramping up staff
to address the growing backlog.
Afghan families in the U.S.
and the immigrant groups supporting them say the slow pace
of approvals threatens the safety of their loved ones, who face

an uncertain future under the
hard-line Islamic government
because of their ties to the
West.
"We're worried for their
lives," says Safi, a Massachusetts
resident whose family is sponsoring 21 relatives seeking
humanitarian
parole.
"Sometimes, I think there will
be a day when I wake up and
receive a call saying that they're
no more."
The 38-year-old U.S. permanent resident, who asked
that her last name not be used
for fear of retribution against
her relatives, is hoping to bring
over her sister, her uncle and
their families. She says the
families have been in hiding
and their house was destroyed
in a recent bombing because
her uncle had been a prominent local official before the
Taliban took over.

since taking over the area in
2007, a year after it won a
Palestinian election. Hamas is
considered a terrorist group by
Israel, the US and the European
Union.
Israel welcomed the British
announcement. Defense
Minister Benny Gantz said it
"sends a strong message of
zero tolerance toward terrorist
activities aimed at harming
the State of Israel and Jewish
communities."
In Gaza, Hamas expressed
"shock and dismay" at the
British government's decision
and accused the U.K. of continuing "with its aggression
against the Palestinian people."
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Los Angeles: The leader of a
Philippines-based church was
charged with having sex with
women and underage girls
who faced threats of abuse
and "eternal damnation" unless
they catered to Apollo Carreon
Quiboloy," federal prosecutors
announced Thursday.
Quiboloy and two of his
top administrators are among
nine people named in a superseding indictment returned by
a federal grand jury last week
and unsealed Thursday. The
indictment includes three Los
Angeles-based administrators
of Quiboloy's church who were
charged last year. The new
indictment also names a church
administrator in Hawaii.
The church claims to have
6 million members in about
200 countries. Its United States
headquarters is in the Van
Nuys area of Los Angeles. AP
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he Government is mulling
changes in the Income Tax
T
laws to bring cryptocurrencies
under the tax net, with some
changes that could form part of
the Budget next year, a top official said.
Revenue Secretary Tarun
Bajaj said that in terms of
income tax, some people are
already paying capital gains tax
on the income from cryptocurrency, and in respect of
Goods and Services Tax (GST)
also the law is “very clear” that
the rate would be applicable as
those in case of other services.
“We will take a call. I
understand that already people
are paying taxes on it. Now that
it has really grown a lot, we will
see whether we can actually
bring in some changes in law
position or not. But that would
be a Budget activity. We are
already nearing the Budget, we
have to look at that point of

time,” Bajaj told PTI in an interview.
Asked if a provision of
TCS (Tax collected at Source)
could be introduced for crypto trading, the Secretary said “if
we come up with a new law
then we will see what is to be
done”.
“But yes, if you make
money you have to pay taxes...
We have already got some
taxes, some have treated it as an
asset and paid capital gains tax
on it,” he said. Asked whether
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he countr y’s foreign
exchange reserves declined
T
by USD 763 million to USD
640.112 billion in the week
ended November 12, RBI data
showed.
In the previous week ended
November 5, the reserves had
decreased by USD 1.145 billion
to USD 640.874 billion. It
touched a lifetime high of USD
642.453 billion in the week
ended September 3, 2021.
In the reporting week, the
decline in the foreign exchange
reserves was on account of a
dip in foreign currency assets
(FCA), a major component of
the overall reserves, Reserve
Bank of India’s (RBI) weekly
data released on Friday showed.

FCA dropped by USD
2.094 billion to USD 575.487
billion in the reporting week,
according to the data.
Expressed in dollar terms,
the foreign currency assets
include the effect of appreciation or depreciation of non-US
units like the euro, pound and
yen held in the foreign
exchange reser ves.Gold
reserves were up by USD 1.461
billion to USD 40.239 billion in
the reporting week. The special drawing rights (SDRs) with
the International Monetary
Fund (IMF) dipped USD 103
million to USD 19.184 billion.
The country’s reserve position with the IMF was down by
USD 27 million to USD 5.201
billion in the reporting week,
the data showed.

people involved in cryptocurrency trading would be categorized as facilitator, brokerage
and trading platform and how
the taxation would be done
under GST, Bajaj said “there
would already be such things
available in other services also.
So whatever GST rate they are
taxed at, that will be applicable
on them.” “They have to get
themselves registered. The GST
law is very clear.
If there is an activity, if
there is a broker who is help-

ing people and charging brokerage fee, GST would get
charged,” he said.
Separately, the government is likely to introduce a bill
on cryptocurrencies during
the Winter Session of
Parliament
beginning
November 29, amid concerns
over such currencies being
allegedly used for luring
investors with misleading
claims. Notably, there have
been a rising number of advertisements, featuring even film
stars, promising easy and high
returns on investments in cryptocurrencies in recent times.
Currently, there is no regulation or any ban on use of
cryptocurrencies in the country. Against this backdrop,
Prime Minister Narendra
Modi, last week, held a meeting on cryptocurrencies with
senior officials and indications
are that strong regulatory steps
could be taken to deal with the
issue.
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ppealing again, Civil
Aviation
Minister
A
Jyotiraditya Scindia on Friday
urged States and Union
Territories to reduce the tax on
jet fuel as it will help in increasing air traffic.
The civil aviation sector,
which was significantly hit by
the coronavirus pandemic that
had also resulted in the suspension of scheduled domestic
and international flights, is
slowly coming back on the
recovery path, and air traffic is
nearing pre-Covid levels.
Against this backdrop,
Scindia has been urging States
and UTs to reduce Value
Added Tax (VAT) on Aviation
Turbine Fuel (ATF), which
accounts for a major chunk of
an airline’s operational costs.
Addressing the conference
of the ministers of civil aviation
from States and UTs here, he

stressed the cooperation and
support of all stakeholders for
strengthening the civil aviation
sector.The minister has
appealed to the states and UTs
to bring down VAT on aviation
fuel as it contributes majorly to
the operational cost of the
flights, according to an official
release.In recent months, there
has been a surge in fuel prices.
Scindia also thanked various states that have drastically
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dani Ports and Special
Economic Zone (APSEZ)
on Friday said a joint Customs
and Directorate of Revenue
Intelligence (DRI) team seized
several containers at Mundra
Port from a foreign vessel on
concerns that they contained
undeclared hazardous cargo.
The seized hazardous
cargo containers were en route
from Karachi in Pakistan to
Shanghai in China, and the
containers were not destined
for Mundra Port.
India’s largest port operator in a statement on Friday
said that while the cargo was
listed as non-hazardous, the
seized containers had Hazard
Class 7 markings -- which
indicate radioactive substances.
“On 18 November, 2021, a
joint Customs and DRI team
seized several containers at
Mundra Port from a foreign
vessel on concerns that they
contained undeclared hazardous cargo.
“... Although the containers were not destined for
Mundra Port or any other port

xports of agricultural and
processed food products
E
rose by 14.7 per cent to USD

A

he value of the foreign
portfolio investors’ (FPI)
T
holdings in the domestic equities reached USD 667 billion in
three months ended September
2021, a surge of 13 per cent
from the preceding quarter,
according to a Morningstar
report.
This was largely on the
back of strong performance by
the Indian equity markets along
with net inflows from FPIs at
the later part of the quarter.
“At the end of the quarter
ended September 2021, the
value of FPI investments in
Indian equities shot up sharply
to USD 667 billion, which was
considerably higher than the

USD 592 billion recorded in
the previous quarter, a spike of
around 13 per cent,” the report
noted.
As of September 2020, the
value of FPI investments in
Indian equities had been USD
398 billion.
However, FPIs’ contributions to Indian equity market
capitalisation fell marginally
during the quarter under
review to 19 per cent from 19.1
per cent for the June quarter.
Offshore mutual funds
form an important component of total foreign portfolio
investment, apart from other
large FPIs, such as offshore
insurance companies, hedge
funds, and sovereign wealth
funds.

in India but were en route from
Karachi in Pakistan to
Shanghai in China, the government authorities had them
offloaded at Mundra Port for
further inspection,” Adani
Ports, part of the Adani Group
conglomerate, said.
APSEZ said it extended all
assistance possible for this
operation and thanks the
Customs and DRI personnel
for their quick and coordinated action.
“We salute their alert diligence and will continue to
fully assist any action that
keeps India safe. The Adani
Group takes national security
very seriously and will not
allow it to be compromised in
any way,” it said.
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ver 80 per cent of insurance buyers still prefer a
O
physical copy of their insurance
document despite rapid digitisation, a survey report said.
“With the contribution of
insurance to GDP having risen
sharply in the last one year, it
is important to also make buyers feel safe about their investment, a recent survey by
Bombay Master Printers
Association (BMPA) said.
Most companies still ask
for the original paper document while processing the

claim. The insurance regulator
must consider restoring section
4 and mandating issuing physical copies of the policy document at the earliest in the
interest of buyers, it said.
As an insurance policy is
a contract between the insurance company and the insured
individual, nearly 82 per cent
of the buyers preferred a physical copy over the digital,
according to the findings of the
survey based on around 5,900
responses spread across age
groups and regions.
About 56 per cent of the
respondents were in the age-
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igvijay Dhabriya, CMD, Dhabriya Polywood
Ltd takes charge as the Chair, Amit Kumar
D
Choudhary, Director, DD Pharmaceuticals Pvt
Ltd and Sumer SIngh Shekhawat, CEO, Bhagwati
Plastic and Pipe Industries, respectively, take
charge as Co – Chairs of the PHDCCI’s Rajasthan
Chapter for the Presidential Year 2021-22,
under the abled presidency of Pradeep Multani.
Digvijay Dhabriya has been Chair of PHDCCIRajasthan Chapter during past two years. Under
his leadership, especially during the difficult period of COVID-19, PHD Chamber Rajasthan organized many webinars, physical and international programs for industrial development of the
State. Looking to his impressive performance
Central leadership of PHDCCI reposing its confidence in him, reinstated Mr. Dhabriya’s as Chair
of PHDCCI-Rajasthan Chapter for the
Presidential Year 2021-22.

group of 18-40 years, 28 per
cent in the 41-60 years, and 14
per cent of the respondents
were 60 years and above.
The policy certificate contains critical details of the
insurance cover laying out the
benefits, terms and conditions,
the procedure to file for a
claim if needed, and the contact details of the insurer.
“Close to 80 per cent of
the survey participants feel
that during the time of claim or
an emergency, a hard copy of
the policy issued by the insurance company would be preferable.
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BB Power Products &
Systems India on Friday
A
announced its rebranding as
Hitachi Energy India Ltd.
“Following the recent
rebranding of its parent company to Hitachi Energy, its
operations in India today
announced their evolution to
‘Hitachi Energy India Limited’,
reaffirming their commitment
to accelerating the clean energy transition in India,” a company statement said.
Formerly known as ABB
Power Products & Systems

New Delhi: Entrepreneurship
Development Institute of India
(EDII) on Friday said it has
received the ‘Centre of
Excellence’ status from the
Ministry of Skill Development
and Entrepreneurship.The
Ahmedabad-based Institute
also informed it has set up the
R w a n d a - I n d i a
Entrepreneurship Development
Centre in Kigali, Rwanda,
which was inaugurated on
November 15 under an
arrangement between the governments of the two countries.Announcing the developments, EDII Director General
Sunil Shukla said the Centre in
Rwanda should serve as a gateway for promotion of entrepreneurship in entire Africa in
the coming years. As a Centre
of Excellence, EDII will provide
inputs for framingof policy
guidelines by the government
towards promotion of entrepreneurshipand skill development, Shukla informed. PTI
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cut the rates, saying that they
have gained larger air traffic
movement within a short period of the reduction.
On Thursday, the Minister
said that seven states have
slashed their VAT on the fuel,
and he was expecting more
States to follow suit.With the
current tax structure on ATF,
“you cannot have a robust civil
aviation sector. I am very clear
on that,” he had said.
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India Limited, the business
continues to be listed on
India’s stock exchanges, it
added.
India is on an ambitious
journey to become carbonneutral and at the recent

COP26 climate summit in
Glasgow, the countr y
announced a five-point climate pledge for 2030 and a target of net-zero carbon emissions by 2070, it said.

11.65 billion during the AprilOctober period on the back of
healthy growth in commodities
including rice, and fresh fruits
and vegetables, the commerce
ministry said on Friday.
The export of rice has
increased to USD 5.28 billion
during the first seven months
of this fiscal year as against
USD 4.77 billion in AprilOctober 2020, it added.

Similarly, exports of fresh
fruits and vegetables rose to
USD 1.53 billion during the
April-October period of 202122 as compared to USD 1.37
billion in April-October 202021, it said.
Outbound shipments of
meat, dairy and poultry products increased from USD 1.97
billion in April-October 2020
to USD 2.28 billion in AprilOctober 2021.
Cashew exports expanded
by 29.2 per cent during the
period under review to USD
265.27 million.
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A

ing. Rishabh, the director,
explained his ideas well and was
compassionate. Vishesh was a contributive, creative producer who
gave what was needed. “Sometimes
producers do not give enough

opportunity, time or
resources to the
director,” he adds.
The show has
been a learning
opportunity for the

66-year-old actor. “It taught me the
younger way of thinking. I was
watching and observing the actors.
It was fantastic to see the ease of
these young actors. We were so
tense when we were young. We
were unsure or over sure. We had
multiple emotions,” he says and
adds as reminisces, “If you see the
work of actors a few years back, we
learnt on the job. Seniors taught us
how to hit the mark or take the
light or if the makeup was too
bright or if the clothes or hair was
not good. But these youngsters are
ready to face the camera, are
exposed to world cinema, have
understood their roles and discussed it with the director.”
However, something Grover
found amazing and disconcerting at the
same time was the
ease with which the
actors could slip out
of their characters.
“They would disconnect within a second.
And go to their
mobiles. It is my fault
that I stay in the
character for
many many
minutes.
When the
director said,
‘ready’, they
would just
keep
the
phone in the
back pocket
and start
taking a
shot.
I
would hand
my phone
away with
instructions to
‘take it far away’. It
is a wonderful
quality that they
have... to be able to
switch on and switch
off,” says Grover.
Other changes that
he has noticed are the
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s we connect over audio on
a zoom call, actor Gulshan
Grover quips, “I am glad
that the video is off because right
now I am in a bathtub with my
harem.” Both of us guffaw as we
know he is living up to the image
of ‘bad man’ that he has cultivated over the years and never tires of
underlining after playing the
eponymous character in Ram
Lakhan (1989). Grover, who has
been a part of the industry since he
made his debut in 1980 with the
film, Hum Paanch, will be seen
next in the Disney+ Hotstar film
Cash. The goatee and shades sporting Gautam Acharya is the antagonist in the show set in Mumbai.
In the series, set against the backdrop of demonitisation, a bunch of
youngsters starts a money-laundering gang.
Talking about the project, the
66-year-old actor says, “The most
important thing was the coming
together of young talent. I’ve seen
Vishesh (Bhatt) as a child when he
was born. I’ve worked with his
wonderfully talented family.
Mahesh Bhatt has been a mentor,
I’ve learnt so much from him.
When Vishesh and Rishabh came
to meet me, I remembered what
Mahesh Bhatt saab told me, many
years ago, that, ‘a younger person
will see a different shade, a different talent a different aptitude, a different person, trait of acting and
different emotion in me... and will
make you shine. If you can align
with younger energy, you can stay
forever.’”
Once on board, he was working with a team that did not have
anyone over 40 years, “Although I
am 35,” he quips. Even though he
was the senior-most person here,
he made it clear that he was not
going throw his weight around. “I
told them, ‘whatever you want me
to do, the way you want me to play
the character and more, I’ll do it
your way. I am not here to put out
my version of things’.” And on the
sets what he found was to his lik-



positive energy and clarity that the
younger actors possess. “They sit
down for hours and discuss the
next day’s work. They are in sync,”
he says.
Grover believes that not just
actors but everyone needs to be in
sync with the times. “Any talent
which does not align with the present gets outdated. Constant evolving is needed. Change is inevitable.
Either you can complain about it
or you can be a part of it in your
own interesting, logical way,” says
the actor who was nominated for
a National Award for Best
Supporting Actor.
However, another change that
has been noticed is the way the villain has changed where he is no
longer larger than life. “Villains like
that do not exist in real life,”
Grover points out and further
says, “Today, writers take inspiration from real life... what is in the
news and newspaper. However,
Cash needed a heavyweight. The
image of ‘bad man’ and the visual
quality do not require establishing
and immediately conveys to the
audience that things are going to
be messy and difficult. They show
my face and my character and the
audience knows that this guy is
going to make these youngsters’ life
very very miserable,” he guffaws yet
again. Incidentally, his autobiography too was called Badman and
released in July 2019.
The coming of the OTT platforms has changed the way content
is consumed. Grover points out,
“Till one week we were saying it
will be difficult to revive the theatres. I couldn’t have been more
wrong. I went to see my film,
Sooryavanshi, and hundreds of
people surrounded me and security had to usher me out. So, there
will be a hybrid combination of
entertainment, where OTT and
theatres coexist, which is the
future. The two can’t compete
with each other. They will coexist,” he says, signing off as my time
is up...
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n his first book, The Innovation
Imany
Biome, Kumar Mehta, one of whose
designations is senior research fellow at the University of Southern
California, had identified the common
elements across the most successful corporations in history.
From there, he embarked on a similar exercise to identify the characteristics and traits shared by the most
exceptional people in the world and why
certain individuals in sports, business,
science, music, and other fields are able
to separate themselves from the rest.
The result is his current book, The
Exceptionals: How The Best Become The
Best And How You Can Too, published
by Rupa.
“Several years of research have
gone into developing and writing this
book. The process started with a series
of conversations and interviews with
many of the most exceptional individuals in the
world, including
Nobel laureates,
Olympic gold
medalists and
other world-class
athletes, business
icons, musicians,
and people in other
professions who
reached the elite levels in their fields,”
shared Mehta.
He tried to understand their lives and
their stories and how
they could scale the
pyramid when many
others could not and as he spoke to
more people, themes started emerging.
“Exceptional individuals from all
walks of life were using the same concepts and sometimes even the exact
words as they described what got them
to the top. Additionally, I studied the
growth and development of many people who have reached the top rungs in
their fields. Some of these people are
household names, while others come
from areas that often don’t make the
headlines but require the same qualities
of extreme success. I have studied
countless interviews to understand the
factors that have helped them develop
into the most extraordinary individuals in the world,” Mehta explained.
“The themes shared in ‘The
Exceptionals’ have emerged from a deep
immersion into the topic, learning

from all possible sources. I feel confident that the book covers the
essential elements required for
becoming exceptional,” Mehta
elaborated.
What then are the main
take-aways from this book?
N 50 per cent of what
makes someone exceptional is
genetic. You have to have a
certain amount of natural
talent or innate abilities in
your discipline. The good
news is that everybody is
“gifted” at something. Your
gift may be athletic, logical/mathematical skills,
spatial skills, musical abilities, etc. To become exceptional, you need to identify where your
innate abilities lie and build upon
them.
N25 per cent of what makes you
exceptional is the amount of effort you
put into developing your skills. Intense
effort or hard work is the hallmark of
every outstanding individual. The most
common phrase I heard from the
most exceptional people in the world
is ‘no one will outwork me.’
NThe final 25 per cent of what it
takes to become the best in the world
at something is a set of enabling traits
that include self-belief, total commitment, paying attention to the minutest
detail and being open to learning new
ideas from other people and other
fields.
So, what are you waiting for? Pick
up this book and find your way forward!
°80=B
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he fashion ‘bug’ bit designer
Punit Balana during his
T
school days. He was always passionate about fashion and followed the latest trends and designers from India and abroad. This
initial interest led him to delve
deeper into the finer points of
fashion – things like silhouettes,
textiles, cuts and prints, with a special interest in block-prints that are
native to the city of his birth.
He soon moved to Jaipur to
understand and learn the craft of
Sanganeri block-printing, finding
the process extremely interesting
and was inspired to follow this as
his profession. Punit started his
career in Jaipur in a small
karkhana where he made his own
blocks for printing the fabric they
used. Gradually, he set-up his supply chain and started supplying
his unique prints and premium
quality fabrics to garment stores
and factories across India.
All this eventually led to
achieving the dream of starting his
own label — ‘Punit Balana’ —
which launched in 2016 as a small
capsule collection and ever since,
there has been no looking back;
with him dressing up many Alisters through the years.
As a designer, Punit is an idealist but doesn’t design for an idealised concept of a woman or
man. Rather, he designs for how
he wants them to feel – joyful,
confident and ready to stand
out. Read on for excerpts of our

conversation with the designer
who focusses on creating a personal rapport with each and
every patron he dresses.
SHow did your label come to

be? What would you say is
your USP?
Since I was in my early

teens, I’ve wanted to pursue a creative profession that would allow
me to innovate and play around
with my artistic side. I belong to
Jaipur- famous for its rich culture,
traditional jewelry, opulent fabrics, and handicrafts, so stepping
into fashion was a no-brainer. I
have drawn inspiration from
everything around me- the
heritage, the culture, the people- and created a fashion
label that would carry forward my belief in green
fashion and conscious
choices.
The label is an
ideal combination of
modernism, minimalism, and aestheticism,
and that’s our USP.
Indian culture has a
profound impact on us,
but we also value local
art, whether it be block
printing, rabari, or
zardozi. We create clothing that is sustainable,
eco-friendly, and timeless,
and this sets us apart
from other labels.
SAs consumers, how can
we make our fashion
choices more sustainable?
Clothing, though a
necessity, has also become a
major pollutant in the present
day and age. Making the right
choices will contribute to sustain-

S In

ability. One should always have a
clear purpose in mind before
making a purchase. Buy clothes
that you will wear more than 20
times at least. If you don’t see yourself wearing something that often
does not purchase it. Invest in versatile clothes, of good quality, and
can be restyled. Lean towards
brands that themselves believe in
sustainability and design with
that objective in mind. Donating
or reselling clothes you do not wish
to wear anymore is also a push in
the right direction.
SWhile there are ample bridal

wear options available to bank
upon, grooms are left with few
choices. How can the groom’s
deck upon their D-day look different?
You’re right, grooms too
should look beautiful on their
special day. One needs to first
analyse what their style is? What
are they comfortable with?
Because you do not want to be
uncomfortable or awkward on
your wedding day. The wedding
fashion for grooms has evolved
significantly over the years.
Grooms now have the opportunity to choose from a variety of
styles, fabrics, patterns and silhouettes. Pay close attention to
details, opt for layering, choose
seasonal colours and patterns,
find a perfect blend of modern
and ethnic to really enhance
your features.

SWhat are the emerging fes-

tive trends that one can follow without any second
thoughts?
Historically, sarees have
been a staple of Indian
women’s wardrobes for centuries. Younger generations,
however, are opting for predraped sarees in order to
avoid having to wear all six
yards of fabric. There is no
longer one way to wear a
saree - today’s pre-draped
marvels include inventive
drapes as well as intriguing
pleats. In addition, they are
convenient to carry and do
not require a lot of time to
invest.

terms of wedding
trousseau, what is “in” currently?
Multipurpose blouses that
you can style with a variety of
sarees or lehengas or trousers is
a must. It can be statement
pieces or basics that can be
restyled with almost everything.
Jackets, capes and vests really
help elevate the elegance of an
outfit again a must have. Indo
western clothing is an essential
part of wedding trousseau. It will
give you an edgy and youthful
vibe. Flared pants, flowy tunics,
mirrored jackets will really
embellish your look. Ensure
that your wedding trousseau is
curated by you or a professional that understands your style.
Make sure to reuse these pieces
in future on other occasions.

SWhat are the points to be
kept in mind while shopping
for weddings?
The first step to wedding
shopping is preparing a budget.
This will make life easier for you
and will also help you make the
right choices. Planning in
advance will help you take your
time and will ease much of the
stress. Select and schedule your
outfits for every occasion and
ensure that you give preference
to quality and comfort over
quantity. If you shop wisely, you
will be able to restyle your wedding outfits later on as well.
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am sure you would be tired of hearing songs in praise of nature and the
mountains as well as stories of every
city-dweller running away to higher climes at the first chance they get. This
was evident from the overcrowding and
stampede-like situations after the lockdown opened and desperate city-dwellers,
needing a break, made news. Thankfully,
we are way past the second wave and we
can journey to the hills without risking
our health while following the proper
Covid protocols. Moreover, there is a
completely justifiable reason why we wish
to escape from reality and take shelter
behind the clouds.
After studying for straight five years,
I had jumped at the first opportunity of
a job instead of spending some time chilling. So, I absolutely needed a break from
the chaos and the monotony. Like
Wordsworth had once said, “Come forth
into the light of things, let nature be your
teacher... Nature never did betray the heart
that loved her.”
That is how I found myself in
Dharamshala and Palampur.
McLeodganj, a suburb of Dharamshala,
is the most remarkable place in the
vicinity.
While my sister and I explored a lot
of places in and near Dharamshala,
including the mainstream areas like the
lush tea gardens, numerous historical
temples, the Dalai Lama Temple (which
has been closed for visitors), HPCACricket Stadium (any cricket/sports lover
should venture out only in the evenings
as the scorching heat can play spoilsport).
Certain places were not only sequestered
and unique but had not registered on the
consciousness of tourists.

I

Here is a list of five places that are
worthy of praise:
KHAROTA POINT: Even though

3WPaP\Z^cBcdSX^

Kharota point is fairly secluded, it is still
easily accessible. The view-point has no
other attribute but a breath-taking
view of the highest peaks of
Dharamshala — the Dhauladhar range.
The day we undertook a short one
km trek to the view-point, it was raining cats and dogs and that is what made
it indelible. It will forever be imprinted in my mind for a different kind of
adventure. With our umbrellas and
raincoats flying, we somehow managed
to reach our destination. The local dogs
had accompanied us and reminded me
of the myth where a canine had shown
Yudhishtra the correct path up the hill.
There were several ways to reach the
top, even though we took the long and
rather unnecessary climb, the view still
was, in every bit, worth it. At one point
a cascading waterfall materialised in
front of our sight as the snow-clad
mountains engendered the musical
winds. At that moment, it felt that we
were a part of this unending natural
saga as one whole. Though drenched,
the cold didn’t feel bitter. It was, in a
sense, tranquil and soothing.
We were told that camping was very
much a norm near the place, though not
in the rainy season.
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DHARAMKOT STUDIO: The Dharamkot
Studio, located in a small eponymously named hill
station in the Kangra district of Dharamshala, is
an aberration... or maybe not. For what better place
could there be to find inspiration and pursue the
art? Near the Tibetan market, and on a hill above
McLeodGanj, it was akin to pottery paradise.
We were exhausted from the day’s activities
as we had visited several places in McLeodGanj,
and this quiet and peaceful place proffered us nothing but love and comfort. On a cloistered hill, the
studio is a cosy corner for all art enthusiasts. The
place had lilting indie music and was decorated
with countless pots made by both the teachers and
the students. The raw interiors and contemporary
designs on the wooden walls exuded a bohemian vibe. We were told that the studio held regular pottery classes, as we saw some happy students,
with clay smudged hands, trying to figure out pertinent life questions.
Vivek, one of the teachers, explained the entire
process to us patiently. We had a hands-on session on the wheel, with his help. It felt uncanny
in the beginning but soon became a mixture of
relaxation and excitement. By the end, we had
managed to execute some designs on the pottery.
It is another story that the pots looked dilapidated but it was a feel-good two hours spent there.
We were also told that our humble creation (feels
proud) would be delivered to us at our home.
NADDI POINT: This is a point where
clouds envelop you as if you were a delightful ghost.
You’d, of course, as a result, be slightly soaked, but
how many can claim to be racing with the clouds
for company? What a great flex, no? Find your
inner chi as you venture into this place and literally walk in the peaceful terrain as the clouds
descend on you.
Not only does the Naddi point provide a perfect place to view the Dhauladhar ranges but you
can also find pleasant eateries — to stop in between
and eat while — on your way to the Tibetan market and so on. You could stop at cafes and chill.

SHIVA CAFE: It summons youth with an
almost hypnotic beat that is inaudible. On the outskirts of the Tibetan market, the Bhagsunag waterfall gushes. Walk another two kilometres uphill and
you will spot the Shiva cafe.
The excellent craftsmanship of the locals
ensured that we had splurged on clothes and bags.
But the side effect was that we reached the mystical cafe named after the deity Shiva a little late.
But it was for the best. The scintillating starry sky
stretched out as far as the eye could see as we
swigged our chilled breezers to the background
score of the waterfall cascading down.
JIMMY’S ITALIAN CAFE: Even before we
started from Delhi, the echoes about the aforementioned cafe — which is one of the most happening eateries of the Tibetan market — were growing stronger. Everyone and their aunt has been to
the cafe if they have ventured to McLeodganj. We
were surprised to see the owners working in the
kitchen despite having help.
And the food too was delectable. The handrolled Margharita’s white sauce mingled with
cheese fermented overnight. From the taste, it was
evident that it needed a lot of slaving over. We also
tucked in a sumptuous Chicken Garlic Bread and
a decadent Chocolate Mousse.
The rooftop dining area beckoned with its
panoramic view. The experience was further personalised as the owners — Tsering and
her husband, Jampa — celebrated their anniversary with us while making us laugh heartily at their
stories.
Tsering told us that Jimmy’s was started in
1983 by Jampa’s mother, Sonam Lhamo, in
Shillong and is named after his sister. Lhamo had
come from Tibet and supported her family by starting a woollens business. When things became
tougher, she started a small Tibetan restaurant as
she was a great cook. She had written all the names
of her eight children on chits and picked one.
Jimmy (Jigne) got lucky. The Italian kitchen was
set up in 2001.
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ne of contemporar y
cricket’s greatest batters,
O
South African legend AB de
Villiers on Friday announced
his retirement from all forms
of the game, which he dominated for 17 years with his 360
degree batting.
The 37-year-old versatile
cricketer’s decision has effectively ended his association
with his IPL franchise Royal
Challengers Bangalore.
He made the announcement on Twitter, ending an
illustrious career, which saw
him play in 114 Tests, 228
ODIs and 78 T20Is for the
Proteas.
In a statement released,
De Villiers said: “It has been
an incredible journey, but I
have decided to retire from all
cricket.
“Ever since the backyard
matches with my older brothers, I have played the game
with pure enjoyment and
unbridled enthusiasm. Now, at
the age of 37, that flame no
longer burns so brightly.
“Last, I am aware that
nothing would have been possible without the sacrifices
made by my family – my parents, my brothers, my wife
Danielle and my children. I
look forward to the next chapter of our lives when I can
truly put them first.”
The former South Africa
captain and batting mainstay
had retired from international cricket in 2018.
“I would like to thank
every teammate, every opponent, every coach, every

physio and every staff
member who has travelled the same path,
and I am humbled
by the support I
have received in
South Africa, in
India, wherever I
have played.
“Cricket has
been exceptionally
kind to me. Whether playing for the Titans, or
the Proteas, or
RCB, or around
the world, the
game has given me
unimagined
experiences and
opportunities,
and I will always
be grateful.
“That’s the reality
I must accept - and, even if it
may seem sudden, that is why
I am making this announcement today. I’ve had my time,”
de Villiers added.
Since starting his association with RCB in 2011, he
has enjoyed 11 fruitful seasons
with the franchise and was its
batting mainstay alongside
Virat Kohli.
De Villiers has played 156
matches for RCB and scored
4,491 runs.
He is the second all-time
leading run scorer behind
Kohli and holds the second
and third-highest individual
run total in RCB history with
133 not out against Mumbai
Indians (in 2015) and 129 not
out against Gujarat Lions (in
2016).
Speaking about his association with the Indian club, de
Villiers said, “I have had a long

a n d
fruitful time playing
for RCB. Eleven years have
just whizzed by and leaving
the boys is extremely bittersweet.
“Of course, arriving at
this decision took a lot of time,
but after a lot of contemplation, I’ve decided to hang up
my boots and spend quality
time with my family. I would
like to thank the RCB management, my friend Virat
Kohli, teammates, coaches,
support staff, fans, and the
entire RCB family for showing
faith and supporting me all
through these years.
“It has been a memorable
journey with RCB. Have so
many memories on the personal front to cherish for the
lifetime. RCB will always be
very close to me and my family and will continue to support this amazing team. I am
a RCBian forever.”
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remier Indian shuttlers PV
Sindhu and Kidambi
P
Srikanth continued their
impressive run and registered
dominant victories to enter
the semifinals of their respective events at the Indonesia
Masters Super 750 badminton
tournament here on Friday.
While reigning world
champion Sindhu, seeded
third, scripted a convincing
21-13 21-10 win over Turkey’s
Neslihan Yigit in 35 minutes
in the women’s singles quarterfinals, Srikanth made short
work of compatriot HS
Prannoy 21-7 21-18 in the
men’s last eight fixture.
With the win the two-time
Olympic medallist Sindhu
extended her dominating
head-to-head record against
the Turkish shuttler to 4-0.
The 26-year-old from
Hyderabad, ranked seven, had
beaten Yigit last month as well
in the Denmark Open.
In the men’s event, former
world No. 1 Srikanth was at
his vintage best and gave away
just 7 points in a lop-sided
first game.
The second game was
more evenly matched as
Prannoy, who claimed an
upset win over Tokyo
Olympics gold medallist
Victor Axelsen earlier, made a
strong recovery.
Prannoy started the proceedings aggressively, racing
to a 5-2 lead but Srikanth
came from behind to snatch

akistan recovered from a
precarious 24-4 to beat
P
Bangladesh by four wickets on

the lead at the mid-game
interval.
Having gained momentum, the former world No. 1
then extended his lead to 1512 and despite Prannoy levelling the proceedings once
again, Srikanth sealed the
match to reach his second
consecutive semifinals.
He will now take on either
Thailand’s Kunlavut Vitidsarn
or Denmark’s Anders
Antonsen, who is seeded
third, in the semifinals.
Sindhu, who has got relatively easy opponents until
now, has a tough match ahead
as she will face top seed Akane
Yamaguchi of Japan.
Although Yamaguchi is
currently ranked third in the
world and is the top seed,
Sindhu has a superior 12-7
head-to-head record against
the Japanese shuttler and has
won both the meetings
between the two this year.

Friday in the first of their
three Twenty20s.
The match was in the balance with three overs to go,
then Shadab Khan and
Mohammad Nawaz hit two
sixes each and Pakistan
reached 132-6 in 19.2 overs,
knocking off Bangladesh’s 1277.
Fakhar Zaman and
Khushdil Shah launched
Pakistan’s recovery with a 56run partnership for the fifth
wicket. They scored 34 each,
removed in quick succession
when Fakhar chased a wide
delivery of fast bowler Taskin
Ahmed to edge to wicketkeeper Nurul Hasan, and
Khushdil was undone by a
slower ball outside off by pacer
Shoriful Islam.
With the visitors needing
32 runs in the last three overs,
Shadab Khan and Mohammad
Nawaz pulled off a blitz to
break Bangladesh’s stranglehold.
Shadab struck an unbeaten 21 off 10, hitting the winning six by slog-sweeping
legspinner Aminul Islam over
deep midwicket.
Aminul, one of the home
team’s specialist bowlers, only
came to bowl in the last over
when Pakistan needed two
runs for the victory.
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kipper Rohit
Sharma and his
deputy KL Rahul
stitched an enterprising
century-plus opening
stand to power India to
a comfortable seven-wicket win over New Zealand in
the
second
T20
International and take an
unassailable 2-0 lead in the
three-match series here on
Friday.
Chasing a modest 154
under heavy dew condition, the
Indian captain and vice-captain started off in contrasting styles en route to
their respective half-centuries.
Quiet at start, Rohit stepped up in
the middle overs smashing five sixes
and one four en route to his 36-ball 55.
Rahul started off in a brisk fashion,
and top-scored with 65 from 49 balls
with two sixes and six fours in an 117run opening stand that virtually sealed
the chase.
The Indian skipper is now involved
in the most century-plus stands
(13), overtaking 12 by Babar
Azam and Martin Guptill.
The duo got out in the space

S

of 13 balls but by then India needed just
19 off 27 balls and Rishabh Pant sealed
the issue with a straight six over Jimmy
Neesham’s head in the 18th over to take
India home with 16 balls to spare.
The third and final T20I is scheduled to be played at the iconic Eden
Gardens in Kolkata on Sunday.
Rahul made his aggressive intent
clear from the onset and raced to 15 off

12 balls before his captain could face a
delivery.
Rahul was middling the ball beautifully and played the role of the
aggressor, while Rohit was happy to
bide his time in the middle giving India
a sedate and sensible start.
There was a brief lull in the middle with 23 balls without a boundary
before Rohit suddenly switched gears

just before the halfway mark.
Scoring just 16 off 18 balls, Rohit
decided to take on left-arm spinner
Mitchell Santner and hit him for two
sixes in the mid-wicket and long-on
region in an over that yielded 16 runs.
Suddenly the equation looked at
par with 75 needed in the back-10 and
Rahul, meanwhile, brought up his 16th
T20I fifty in 40 balls with a flat six off
pacer Adam Milne.
Earlier, India rode on a tight bowling display by the spin duo of
Ravichandran Ashwin and Axar Patel
to stymie New Zealand’s explosive
start and restrict the visitors to a modest 153 for six.
In a must-win match for the Kiwis,
who are trailing 0-1 in the threematch series, Martin Guptill (31 off 15
balls) and Daryl Mitchell (31 off 28
balls) took the Indian pacers to the
cleaners after beingput into bat.
Cruising at 64 for one in the powerplay, the Kiwis suddenly hit a roadblock in the crucial middle overs and
managed just 64 runs from 7 to 16 overs
with Ashwin (1/19) and Axar (1/26)
dominating the New Zealand batters in
the dew-laden condition.
Skipper Rohit cleverly used Ashwin
and Axar in the middle overs to restrict
the run flow.
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ustralian Test captain Tim Paine on
Friday stepped down from the post
A
after being investigated by Cricket
Australia for sending explicit messages
to a female co-worker.
The messages date back to 2017,
months before Paine was recalled to the
Test team after a seven-year absence and
a joint Cricket Australia and Cricket
Tasmania investigation cleared Paine at
the time.
The development comes weeks ahead
of the five-Test Ashes series against traditional rivals England. The
first Test begins in Brisbane
on December 8.
“Today
I
am
announcing my decision
to stand down as captain
of the Australian men’s
cricket team. It’s an
incredibly difficult decision but the right one for
me, my family and
cricket,” Paine said
during a press conference.
“Nearly
four years
ago, I was
involved in a
t e x t

exchange with a then-colleague.
“Although exonerated I deeply regretted in incident at a time and I do so today.
I spoke to my wife and family at a time
and enormously grateful for their forgiveness and support,” he added.
Paine will, however, continue to be
a part of the Australian team.
Reports claimed a Cricket Tasmania
employee was offended by “Mr Paine’s
sexually explicit, unwelcome and unsolicited photograph of his genitals in addition to the graphic sexual comments.”
The 36-year-old was promoted as
captain following the ball-tampering
scandal in South Africa in 2018.
The board accepted Paine’s
resignation and has started the
process of identifying and
appointing the next Test
captain.
“We thought this incident
was behind us. And that I could
focus entirely on the team as I
have done for the last three or four
years.
“However, I recently became
aware that this private text exchange
was going to become public. On
reflection, my actions in 2017
do not meet the standard of an
Australian cricket captain or
the wider community,” Paine
admitted.
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Chinese professional tennis player not seen in public since she
A
accused a former top government official of sexual assault purportedly sent
an email claiming she was safe and
that the allegation was false, a
message that only amplified concerns about her safety and demands
for information about her well-being
and whereabouts.
So far, those calls have been met
by silence.
Chinese officials have said nothing publicly since the accusation
about two weeks ago by Grand Slam
doubles champion Peng Shuai that she
was sexually assaulted by Zhang Gaoli.
The first #MeToo case to reach the
political realm in China has not been
reported by the domestic media and

online discussion of it has been highly censored.
Steve Simon, the chairman and
CEO of the Women’s Tennis
Association, questioned the authenticity of what Chinese state media said
was an email intended for him in
which Peng says she is safe and that
the assault allegation is untrue. It was
posted Thursday by CGTN, the international arm of Chinese state broadcaster CCTV.
“I have a hard time believing that
Peng Shuai actually wrote the email we
received or believes what is being
attributed to her,” Simon wrote.
The statement, he added, “only
raises my concerns as to her safety and
whereabouts.”
Simon has demanded a full investigation, and the WTA said it is prepared to pull tournaments out of the
country if it doesn’t get an appropriate response. Top players including
Naomi Osaka and Novak Djokovic
have spoken out, and the hashtag
WhereisPengShuai is trending online.
Serena Williams tweeted that she
was “devastated and shocked to hear
about the news” about Peng.
“I hope she is safe and found as
soon as possible,” Williams wrote.
“This must be investigated and we
must not stay silent.”
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kipper Rani Rampal has been
rested for next month’s
SWomen’s
Asian Champions

State set for a blast in semifials
?C8Q =4F34;78

idarbha face tough ask
against resurgent
V
Karnataka Unbeaten so far,
Vidarbha would face their
toughest challenge when
they take on a resurgent
Karnataka in the semifinals of the Syed Mushtaq Ali
Trophy here on Saturday.
Vidarbha
and
Karnataka entered the
last-four in contrasting
fashions.
While the Akshay
Wakhare-led side decimated favourites Rajasthan by
nine wickets, it was Manish

Pandey’s brilliance that
helped Karnataka overcome
Bengal via a Super Over in
their quarter-final.
Vidarbha’s in-form batters Athar va Taide,
Ganesh Satish and skipper
Wadkar would need to continue their good form to
tame
a
formidable
Karnataka attack at the
Feroz Shah Kotla.
After the failure of
Siddesh Wath, the Pritam
Gandhe-coached Vidarbha
opted to open with
Ganesh Satish in the quarters and the move worked
wonders.

Trophy and in her absence vicecaptain Savita will lead an 18strong Indian hockey team.
The tournament is scheduled
to be played in Donghae, South
Korea from December 5-12.
India begin their campaign
on the opening day and will battle it out against China, Korea,
Japan, Thailand and Malaysia in
the single-pool tournament for
top honours.
Savita, who was named the
FIH Goalkeeper of the Year, will
captain the side as regular skipper Rani has been rested and is
in rehabilitation in Bengaluru.
Experienced defender Deep
Grace Ekka will be supporting
Savita as the vice-captain.
Forwards Lalremsiami and
Sharmila Devi and midfielder
Salima Tete, who were part of the
Indian team that finished fourth
at the Tokyo Olympics, miss out.
The three are part of the junior
squad, which will vie for the top
honours at the FIH World Cup,

starting in South Africa from
December 5.
Namita Toppo, who was the
alternate player at the Tokyo
Olympics, as well as her statemate from Odisha Lilima Minz,
are also part of the team.
The forward line will see
two-time Olympian Vandana
Katariya lead the charge with
Navneet Kaur, who also was part
of the Tokyo Olympic squad.
Forwards Rajwinder Kaur,

Mariana Kujur and Sonika too
have been named in the team.
The midfield includes Sushila
Chanu Pukhrambam, Nisha,
Monika, Neha, Jyoti.
Navjot Kaur and youngster
Suman Devi Thoudam have been
chosen as alternate players, who
will be permitted to play only if
there is an injury or someone in
the 18-member squad is ruled out
of the tournament due to
COVID-19.
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ormula One leader Max
Verstappen topped the first
F
practice session at the inaugur-

al Qatar Grand Prix on Friday
and was cleared a second time
of an incident at the Brazilian
Grand Prix.
The Red Bull driver was .44
seconds quicker than
AlphaTauri’s Pierre Gasly.
Verstappen was .47 ahead of
Valtteri Bottas and a sizeable
.79 faster than his Mercedes
teammate Lewis Hamilton, the
defending champion.
Mercedes argued on
Thursday for a review of the
decision not to penalize
Verstappen last Sunday at
Interlagos for an incident in
which Hamilton was run off
course as he attempted a pass

for the lead on lap 48.
Hamilton made a pass 11
laps
later
to
win,
and Verstappen finished
second.
Stewards decided on Friday
to reject the admissibility of the
review, thus clearing any
wrongdoing on Verstappen’s
part. Otherwise he could

potentially have been hit with
a grid penalty for that race or
a five-second time penalty.
“It’s obviously the right
decision,” Red Bull team principal Christian Horner said.
“Otherwise, it would have
opened a Pandora’s box.”
Mercedes head of motorsport Toto Wolff said he was

not surprised by the decision
and had not been optimistic of
a decision in his team’s favor.
Verstappen looked comfortable and appeared to have
better grip than Mercedes on
the 5.4-kilometer (3.5-mile)
circuit in Losail, north of Doha.
It has hosted MotoGP races
since 2004.
Hamilton went back to the
team garage with 10 minutes
left and mechanics worked on
his car, although it was not
immediately clear if there was
an issue with the front wing. He
came back out briefly at the
end. There was a second practice late Friday. Verstappen
leads Hamilton by 14 points in
the standings with two races
left after this one.
Verstappen leads Hamilton
9-6 for wins after 19 races.
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top three players have advanced to
semifinals at the ATP Finals.
ThetheThird-ranked
Alexander Zverev joined
No. 1 Novak Djokovic and No. 2 Daniil
Medvedev in the last four at the seasonending event for the top eight players by
beating Hubert Hurkacz 6-2, 6-4 on
Thursday.
Having qualified second in his group
behind Medvedev, Zverev’s semifinal
opponent will be Djokovic, who won the
other group.
Medvedev’s semifinal opponent will be
determined on Friday when Andrey
Rublev meets Casper Ruud on the final day
of round-robin play.
Zverev lost to Djokovic at the
Australian Open and U.S. Open this year
but beat the Serb at the Tokyo Olympics

en route to the gold medal.
“We played basically every single big
event this year on hard court against each
other,” Zverev said.
“So it’s only right that we play each
other here as well. ... It’s always close when
we play each other, so I’m looking forward
to hopefully another tough one.”

Zverev, the 2018 champion at the
finals, didn’t face a single break point
against Hurkacz, a first-time qualifier.
Both players served 11 aces amid quick
conditions inside the Pala Alpitour.
“There is going to be a lot more long
rallies (against Djokovic),” Zverev said. “I
think we are going to run a lot more. I
think we are going to suffer, in a way, a lot
more, as well.
“Every single match that we played we
both needed to be at our best. One or two
points decided the matches. I expect no
different here.”
Zverev’s victory meant that Medvedev’s
final group match later against Jannik
Sinner — an alternate who replaced the
injured Matteo Berrettini — was largely
meaningless. Still, Medvedev won 6-0, 67 (5), 7-6 (8) — saving two match points
in the third-set tiebreaker.

